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, EARTHQUAKES
ADD TO TERROR
PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 101 1906.
aster at Vesuvius is very scarce ow-1
to the fact that all telegraphic 
SPECIAL communication Is interrupted, but, TERMing 
according to the lattest particulars
several homes and the church at San
Guiseppe, Vesuviano, have collapsed
and thirty dead bodies have been
OF
LAGF.$ talc,enzfroi m thezruins. z.,..r.,. .G.....:_van..i
"Thirty Thousand Inhabi-
tants of Naples Have Left
•
•
N'THE END 01? THE
WORLD HAS COME."





Naples, April 8.—With the erup-
tion on Mount Vesuvius more viol-
ent than ever and, two streams of
molten lava wiping ..entire villages
from the face of the earth, Naples
tonight is in a state of panic. Men.
women and children- kte"rrattiping
about the streets, raving that their
deity has forgotten asem and that
• the end of the world is in sight.
Thousands of people are flocking
here from the towns and farms on
the the slopes of the mountain and
the problem of feeding and caring
for the horde has grown serious.
These people have been left home•
leas by the streams of lava. which
lapped up all their property in some
cases within a half hour after tht
owners had fled.
Tonight not a trace remains of
Bosco Tre-Case, a commune on the
southern declivity of the mountain.
. Forty-eight hours ago this was a
city of to,000 population. One mile
to the southward, on the shores of
the Gulf of Naples, Torre Anntin-
ziata is almost surrounded by lava
and the 3o,000 inhabitants have de-
serted their homes and retreated to
Naples. Train after train is also
arriving in this aty bearing the
people of Torre del Greco, another
town which is in great peril of being
wiped out.
Naples Itself Threatened.
collapsed owing to the almost con-
tinuaus earthshocks, but no persons
have been reported killed.
At Borcotrecase seven have been
killed and six dead bodies have been
found at Torre Annunziate, while
the injured can be counted by
thousands.
The government has ordered the
railway companies to carry the fugi-
tives from the devastated districts ,
free of charge.
The Vesuvian Railway has been
completely destroyed and the stream
of lava is twenty feet high, while In Jury Wheel Were Wise and
the dust and ashes have even
reached Sicily.
Thousand* of persons have left
Naples, fearing a recurrence of the
earthspalres.
The City of Naples bears an as-
pect of desolation, everything being
covered with ashes from the vol-
cano. •
The lava destroyed a few houses
in a suburb of Torre Annunciata,
and also the cemetery there. Then
fOrtunately the flow ceased, as it
did also at Torre del Greco.
'At Pompeii the rivers of lava are
less rapid.
Incandescent material has -set firs
to the village of San Gufseppe.
IN LOVING CASE
Judge Reed Will Take This







PEOPLE UP THERE DESIR-
IOUS OF GETTING RID
OF THEM.
Committees Will Shortly Meet and
Select Boundaries, Outside Which
Saloons Will Not Exist
Several prominent Mechanicsburg
poople yesterday stated that they
heartily endorsed the steps taken
by the city legislative authorities
prohibiting saloonsNot for a century has Naples it-, cent within a'elf been so threatened as now. .
Vessels lying in the harbor are includes the
;apidly putting to sea with hun. Paducah. In
deeds of the wealthy families, who,
have chartered them outright. Cap-
tains of other ships anchored here
are also preparing to leave because
ef fear of tidal wares similar to
those accomparrylog • 'the 4etir14e
eruption )of a century ago,, which
wrecked scores of vessels and
drowned thousands...of people here.
The remarkable feature of the
present situation is that so far as
can be learned itfife one life has
been lost. At PorUc n olel woman
-died, supposedly Worn fright.
Two strong eanthqsatike
which shattered windows I and
matter these
au i the respectable people Me-
chanicsburg Were very desirious of
getting rid of the saloons in that
suburb, and they heartily hoped that
the legislative authorities would put
Mechanicsburg outside the bound-
ary, inside which the grogshops con
flourish.
One gentleman yesterdey said that
the saloons up there were of more
or less disagreeible nature to the
cocmmunity, like every coffee house,
and that they wanted to get rid of
them.







of the world has come."
• Sight on Vistrrius Magnificent.
With the danger and horror of the
situation aside, Vesuvies presents
one of the most,. splendid_ ,siihts
imaginable. The rnountain of fire,
whose speech is by detonation and
whose acts are destruction, seems
like an enraged giant determined to
make the pygmies of earli•feel the
might of his Wrath., fie4 and there
on the mountain "Ade stand the
'blasted trunks of pine, trees, their
bare branches ontstretched as
though in protest against the de-
vastation the voteano has wrought.
MANY CRATitilE. OPENED.
Volcano Presents Fearful But Mag-
nificent Spectacle, Intensified,
by Lightning Play and Ter-
rific Detonations.
Naples, Monday, April .4).—The
king and queen of Italy have left
Rome and are coming here in strict
privacy.
News from the scene of the dis-
gentlemen said that
of
on_ oleo st.. placed. a re-
port no this effect will be made to'
the full board for adoption.
Many of the officials have ex-
i•-essed themselves as desiring to
start the boundary lines at the foot
of Clay street on the river front,
out Clay to Eighth, up Eighth to
Tennessee to river, and along river
edge to starting point, at foot of
Clay street. If these boundaries are
established. it means that no saloons
will be allowed outside same, In
this manner the grogshops will be
concentrated mostly down in the
business part of town.
Just as soon as the council meets
next Monday night and instructs its
committee to meet with the alder-
manic license committee and select
the boundaries, this will be done.
Invitations Out.
Ysterd'ay invitations were received
by friends announcing the wedding
April 24th at the Broadway yetho-
diet church of Miss Louise Cox and
Mr. Henry Janice Rudy of this city.
The marriage was published several
weeks ago.




Judge Reed yesterday continued
until June 25th, the killing charge
against H. H. Loving which came
up yesterday In its turn during the
present regular court session. ,By
setting June zeth as the time for
trying the matter, the judge has
called a special term for that date,
as no court is held, here by him
during that month. ;
When the indictment was called
up yesterday morning common-
wealth announced that It was not
ready for trial because there was
absent Mr. Vernon J. Blow, one of
their witnesses whose testimony
was essential during the trial. The
defendant also had a number oi
witnesses who were absent. The
prosecution wanted the case left
open until next Monday, but the
other side objected to this, because
United States court will be in ses-
sion then and they have many cases
before that tribunal. Finally an
affadavit was Introduced regarding
the absent witnesses, and the law-
yers for each side agreed on June,
..5th, which Judge Reed set as the
date for the special session to try
the matter.
Judge Reed decided the point
raised by the lawyers of Hlenry Hol-
loway, colored, who is charged with
murder, and which point was in con-
nection with the fact that no names
of colored people were put in the
jury wheel so the colored element
would have the same chance at rep-
resentation on juries as white people.
Holloway &Med George Travis,
colored, one night at Twelfth and
Terrell streets. Travis stepping in
between Holloway and another negro
who were fighting, and catchinis the
bullet Holloway intended for his an-
tagonist: ,At the first of every year
the jury commissioners put 400 names
of white people•-in the wheel, out of
which juries are ilrawn to try civil
and criminal actions for the ensuing
twelve months. 'Holloway's lawyers
claim that the fourteenth amendment
to the United States constitution,
provided that all citizens of this coun
tary stood equal, be they black or
white, therefore the circuit court com-
missioners should have put the names
VOL es,-,Nu. 29e
of Colored people into the jury wheel
when the 400 names were deposited,
in order that the darkey could have
a chance at being drawn for jury
service. They claim that account this
fact the 'Holloway indictment Should
be thrown out. Judge Reed in de-
ciding the matter said the names of'
the wbite people Pt ia tlfl
were just as wise and discreet as any
colored person or any other could
be, therefore this was no reason for
dismissal of the Holloway charge
which he ordered tried next Friday
which date has been set for the hear-
ing.
Roy got one year in the peni-
tentiary for stealing a pair of sibber
boots and carrying them to the sec-
ond hand dealer Ikey Ackurtnnn, sell-
ing them.
Herman Shulte confessed to hav-
ing given a worthIess chect to John-
ston-Denker and company in pay-
ment of $t worth of coal he bought
of them. Shulte then got a year in
the penitentiary. There was dismiss-
ed the indictment charging him with
buying a $22.so snit of clothing from
Weille and giving a bad cheek for it.
For the privilege of cutting his
wife, John Alexander was ordered to
the penitentiary for one year.
The court selected Lawyers J. S.
Ross and Cecil Reed to &fent, Rufus
Brunson', the negro charged with
cutting Will Gills to death because
Bruns& found Gills talking to Brun-
son's consort out on Sbuth Eleventh
street last Christmas Eve night.
emmummilt
Civil Proceedings.
Lawyer Hal S. Cbrbett was select-
ed to represent the defendant in the
divorce suit of Luna Lemon Baker
against Lloyd Baker.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
was referred the suit of Thomas, ad-
ministrator, against Payne.
Thompson, Wilson & Company
were given judgment for $2,500
against the estate of Ida B. Heesig.
There was then ordered that Tenth
and Kentucky avenue property be
sold and the money taken to pay off
the amount of this note.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
filed his report in- the snit of Chiles
against Chiles.
Lawyer Harper was selected. to rep-
resent the absent defendant in the
suit of Fannie Wilson Leach against
Artiinsa it Leach. The attorney was
then allowed ;5 tor his coming ser-
vices.
Grand Jury.
Commonwealths Attorney John G.
Lovett was busy so constantly yes-
terday that he did not have time to
draw 4.the indictments ordered by
the grapd Jury, therefore the latter
did not the any return of bills. T.
J. Ely, J.. A. Draffin and J. C. Maret
were excused from further service
on the 'grand jury and there substi-
tuted. W. N. Hines, A. G. Coleman
and W. M. Hill.
Today's Docket
The 'following charges are set
down on the docket for trial today:
George Dozier, colored, charged with
assaulting Cora Sims, negress, at
Twelfth and Madison streets with an
ax; Laura Whshington, colored,
cliarged with cutting Una Davis; Wil-
lis Dunlap„.charged with breaking in-
to Lem. Jones' saloon two years ago
and stealing some -cigars, tobacco
and whiskey; J. A. Donovan and Will
Jackson, charged with getting Gro-
cer J. C. Lindsey of South Third
street to sell them some groceries
by claiming they worked at the Me-
chanicsburg cooparage factory and
(Continued on Page Five.)
THREE POLICEMEN DROPPED
FROM THE FORCE LAST NIGHT 
DON'T MEET
DOW!
That is Voliva's Order to
Zionists Cranks.
And the Fallen Fake Prophet Will
Not be Met at His Train by
His Deluded Ingrates.
A VILE BOOK FOUND
IN THE ZION LIBRARY,
41••••11111.1•1•=111....11
Dowie's Own Guards Turn From
Tm and the New York Over-
seer is Also Against His
Fallen Leader.
There ought to be a hell just to
yawn for this old fakir and his fool-
ish , mischievous followers who have
persistently assailed all that was good
in government and religion in order
to establish thews/times apart from
the world they drew upon constantly
for ways and meaost to exist, and to
spread their rmernicitsita teachings.
Poor old Dowiet ,He and his weak-
lings will soon be feregotten except as
occasion in the future. might require
a religious nightmare.
The Chicago iixamincr of he pth
inst. has this to Ito .of his return:
Unheralded add tiOsiing John Alex-
ander Dowie will enter the gates of
Zion City Tuesday morning. Noth-
ing but the terrible mockery of his
renunciation will greet him
The crowd of Zion's faithful will
remain at home to pray for the suc-
cess of Voliva and Dowie will be left
to ride with the coachman, who will
drive him to the Administration
Buikling, Elijah Hospice or the house
of some friend.
Yesterday made complete Zion's
repudiation of the fallen leader. Five
thousand men and women cheered
the words of stinging rebuke and de-
nunciation that fell from the lips of
Voliva Re a trip hammer on the
character and life of the renounced
"First Apostle."
Five thousand faithful signed a
pledge never to return to the reign of
Dowie.
Zion's guards, so out of 248 pres-
ent at the afternoon demonstration,
signed a similar pledge.
At the conclusion of the most dra-
matic day that ever passed at Zion,
the climax to the stirring events of
the last week were reached when the
great choir of 1,000 voices rose at the
command of Voliva and pledged
themselves not to do the`bidding of
John Alexander and to refrain from
attending any of the public meetings
he might call.
itr17,11i; 1i1. • '
The police commissioners at last
night's meeting in the City Hall, took
action enforced by the ordinance
adopted by the city legislative boards
cutting down the police force to eigh-
teen men, exclusive of the chief, cap-
tain and lieutenant. In making the re-
duction the commissioners adopted a
resolution that prescribed there
should be cbntinucd on the force all
the men except Patrolmen Samuel
Beadles, Moore Churchill and W. E.
Matlock. The resolution simply read
that there should be retained the ser
vices of eighteen men, whose names
followed. No mention was made in
Oh document about Churchhill, Bead-
les and Mlatlock, which means that
they are released from. service by not
being included amongst those named
for continuance. In this w.ay there
is no record 'Made by the commis-
sioners of the three men being drop-
ed, and it is thought this was done
so that if these three patrolmen want
to sue for their salaries there is noth-4
ing to show that they were dis-
charged, except the legislative boards
ordinance reducing the force to
eighteen.
In reducing the force the commis-
sioners ordered that the balance of
the city be given the police protec-
tion now enjoyed, with exception of
the butiness part of town 'and the
union depot. from. which districts the
decrease will be made. At present
two men are worked night time on
Broadssay and two on union depot
beat, and' the. same number during
the daytime, making four patrolmen
for each district for the twenty-four
hours By making the reduction only
one man will now be worked down in
town during the day, only one at
night and ouly three noon the day and
night shift combined for .the union
depot stetion,fpsteadi of four.
In cutting down to two men the
protection for the business section,
one of the commissioners last night
after the meeting said they thought
title was hest, because the store own-
ers are able to pay for private police
...1•••••••.
1Continue1 on Page Eight.)
Admooiahed to Follow God.
"I say to you, don't follow any
man. Follow God. If John Alexan-
der Dowie had followed God he
would not be where he is today.
"I would gladly take a back seat if
thought it for the best. You have
now taken a stand regarding the hor-
rible conditions that have prevailed
for the last three years. It is only
sad to contemplate how long it has
taken you to reach this conclusion
when the remedy was always within
eisy reach.
"Now that reu have spoken, we do
not propose to let Dowie speak to the
people ,or get control of Zion print-
ing house in order to do his dirty
work though circulars. I haven't
told half the things I am going to
confront him with when he arrives.
"There is just one new charge
aginst him that I feel it is my duty
at this hour to reveal. In Dowie's
office there are thirty-five book case'.
Thirty-four of those cases are opened
with one key, and we hag had ac-
cess to the books they contain.
Terrible Book Found in Library.
"To one case there Is a prIvate
key, carried only by Dowie.
"In that case a lock was broken
end in there was found a terrible
Look. It cost John Alexander Dowie
Moo of your money. It is about an
inch thick and was purchased by him
in tom 1 grieve to reveal to you
the nature of its contents. To de-
scribe them completely would be im-
pquible. If the whole earth were to
becuPanstacked no book such as that
could be found. Upon one occasion
Dowie, in speaking td Overseer
Piper, pointed on his desk to that
_'book and said:.
" 'There's a book a man could goE 9! straight to the devil over if he didn'tsi watch out.'
/t •"That goes to' show where John
" ---lors "-lf`IrklilK 'been in
ti.,.. ::.....,::. ..-.,v
The book referred 'to is a copy of
"Gilron's -,Cartoons," 'ie Contains pic-
tures that could not be sent through
the United States triage
...••••••••••••••••••••
Asked to Withhold Welcome.
"You have decided. yelp, ,waot to
help us stand by the adMinist  ntion,"le
continued Voliv.. e,,, `I.tilew , to do
it is simple. Don't 'ail to . rail-
road station when Dowie arrives here
on Tuesday morning. Steps have
been taken that that will make it very
uncomfortable fdr you if you do."
"We won't gor'.Was' a 'rouging re-
sponse from the multitude.
"We don't want a'.inah of people
there to whom DowieJean say: 'Hai
My loyal subjects," . i •
"Right h re I want to refer, in the
presence of this great coiigreeon,
to one incident to show how wie
In..s been indiscreet, to put it pnildly.
You have all heard, his explanation of
how he looxed upon *So and So' as a
daughter, .
"That daughter 'business doirt go
with me- and with these who know
the circumstances. If I should im-
port into Zion al few 'daughters' in
that wayomy wife would get after
me with a broomstick and she would
be right.
......•••••••••••
t410 Right to Kiss Al Women.
"You've heard of an incident of
Dowie kissing some women i* San
Francisco. It was a most diabolical
proceeding. No man has a right to
kiss any woman save his own wife
and daughters. Should' any man kiss
my wife I would knock his teeth down
his throat.
"Dowie will undoubtedly squirm
and lie to explain some of the thinos
he is to be confronted with, but a
man who will go to a woman's room
and stay for hours when forbidden by
his wife to associate with that wo-
man, has little chance-eo make a satis-
factory explanation of his conduct.
"Dowie's talk sissy of the
young people in this community has
been responsible for a great deal of
the deviltry that has been going on
in Zion.
"We will make no effort to prevent
Dowie returning to Zion. If coders
want to arrest hint let them do 90.
You stay at home and ,pray. , Leave
it to us to make the arrangerneitts."
ONE HELD OVER




All Defendants Made Denials of the




Newport, Ky., April 7.--Mathias
Higgins, court retetver for Campbell
county, was held to answer to the
grand jury yesterday under bond of
$too on the charge of bribing Juror
Vii E. Monroe, Sr. Attorney Horace
Root and Deputy Sheriff Davis were
exonerated, Magistraie Hutchinson
holding that there was 'to evidence
against them.
The bribery ease against Dr. 'Hig-
gins, Ramsey Schnorr and Ferdinand
Scheyer, an altogether different ac-
tion. but based. on the same affidavits
made by M'onroe, was set for Meal-
y, April it :—
Dr. Higgins went to the stand in
his own defense yesterday and de-
nied all the charges made against
him by Monroe, whom, he accused of
coming to him and asking for money
on the strngth of the big verdict Mrs.
Waters had got.
Davis made similar denials, an.1
roe had offered him. droo if he (Mon-
roe) got $500. An attempt to *et' 
Schnorr testified that bton-
the
testimony of Mrs. Waters, who is ill
in Ohio, by long distance telephone,
WAS ruled out as irregular.
Harrison Hiss, a reporter for a Cin-
cinnati newspaper, was IA ,on the440010
stand in an effort te/ '
t w
porations were back of prosecu-
tion, J. C-: Ernst, the Nwpoct traction
and electric magnate, and3giather of
Chairman 'R. P. Ern* Wkiirector
of the paper by which ITIss is em-
ployed. The questions were ruled ont
as irrelevant.
Commonwealth*. ,Attorney Bur-
kamp denied on the stand that cow-
rations are concerned in the prosecn- •




J. H. BURNETT QUALIFIED
FOR MARIETTE BURNETT
ESTATE.
The Paducah Traveling Men's Club
Filed Incorporating Articles—
No county Court.
Yesterday in the county court'
H. Burnett qualified as administra-
tor of the estate of Marietta
Eurnett.
Property Sold.
W. C. O'Bryan has sold property
in the O'Bryan addition to J. B.
Harris for $6o, and lodged the deed
for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
Arthur Drinnon sold to Redah
Harper for $175, property in the
county on the Paducah and May-
field road.
Roy L. Threlkeld bought from
'W. C. O'Bryan for $6o, property in
the O'Bryan addition to the city.
Licensed to Marry.
The. clerk issued a marriage
license to Charles McDonald, aged
:It and Dora McClure, aged 23 both
colored of this city.
No County Court.
Judge Lightfoot was 'busy all of
yesterday over on the/circuit court
side of the house, therefore did not
bold his monthly county court.
There is hardly anything before the
county court this month, anyhost, so




The Paducah Traveling Men's
club filed articles of incorporation,
with the county clerk. There is no
capital stock, and the incorporators
ars A. R. Grouse, R. S. Van Loon,
I lerbert and Sim Hecht, Milton
Sanchez. Ernest Lackey, Louis
Cornillaud, Louis Kolb and C. E.
Renfro. Milton Sanchez is presi-
dent, R. L. Van Loon vice presi-
dent; Herbert M. 'Hecht, secretary;
Sim Hecht, treasurer and Louis
Cornillaud, C. E. Renfro, A. R.
Grouse, Louis Kolb and Ernest
Lackey members of the board of
directors.
Mr. Denny Seriously Afflicted.
Col. Bud Dale spent Sunday in
Grahamville where he went to pay
his respects to his old time friend
Mir. G. R. Denny and to comfort him
in. his recent affliction, Last Friday
Mr. Denny was in'Paducah to hear
Reverend Culpepper and son; when
he arrived home in the evening. being
tired and thirsty he attempted to
take a drink of water when the
stroke of paralysis came upon him
and he fell to the floor. Mr. Denny
is a very old man and his condition
is very serious. He is regarded as
the pioneer Methodist of McCracken
county, has always been going about
doing good and is beloved by all his
fellowmen who know him. Yester-
day was the first Sunday in eighteen
years Mr. Denny has missed teaching
his class in Sunday school.
MEETING BE HELD THIS
MORNING BY THE
LADIES.
Matinee Musicale Club Holds Semi-
Monthly Gathering Tomorrow—
Traveling Art Gallery Here.
The Delphic club will meet this
morning at to o'clock at the
Carnegie library. This is the first
fleeting in two weeks, by the ladies.
Entre Nous Club.
Miss Sallie Sanders will entertain
the Entre Nous club this afternoon
at her home.
Matinee Musicale.
The Matinee Musicale club meets
tomorrow afternon at the Eagles'
quarters on Sixth and Broadway.
Living composers will be discussed
under leadership of Misses Lula
Reed and Anne .Bradshaw.
Programme. •
Some Musicians of Today"—Miss
Virginia Newell.
Piano Solo, (Nocturne) Leschetzky
—Miss Isabel Mohan.
Vocal Solo, Autumn Storm—Ed-
ward Grieg Mrs. James Weille.
V;olin Solo, Adagio from Violin
Concerto—Mr. Wm. Deal,
Harry Gilbert.
Vocal Duet, The Crimson Glow of
Sunset Fades—Frederic W.
Root.
Vocal Solo, a. The Bandalero—
Leslie Stuart. b. Goodbye--
Clarence Murphy.
Piano Solo—Ballade, Opus 4—Ed-




The "Traveling Art Gallery" sent
around over the country by the
Federation of Women's clubs of the
United States, is in the city, and be-
ing exhibited at Carnegie library
free of charge. It is a collection of
famous paintings and works of art
gathered together by the federation
which sends them over the country.
while the literary and art club of
each city pay the expense while the
exhibition is there. Many have
viewed the display that will be here
until tomorrow evening. The entire
public is cordially invited to come
out and witness it.
A Battle Royal.-'
When the Dick Fowler reached
Smithland a ft w of the thoughtless
portion of ths excursionists provoked
the anger of a number of the citizens
by uying them. Hot words brought
on insulting expression?. and finally
some parties on the boat began
throwing lumps of coal at the crowd
ashore. Then the battle opened in
good earliest and the Swithlatiders
bombarded the boat and passengers
in .a sort of rapid fire manner with




,McCracken Circuit court; Katie
Walbert, etc., Plffs., agt. Equity,
versus Robert E. Walbert, etc.,
Defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master
commissioner of this court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of James T. Walbert, de-
ceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file
the same, before said commissioner,
on or before the t6th day of May,
1906, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or commissioner,
unadministered, and all persons are
hereby enjoined and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be pub- These
lished in the Paducah Daily Regis- mittee
ter as required by law.
A copy attest:—
J. A. Miller, Clerk,





"I WOULD NOT BE WITHOUT
Thedford's Black-Draught'', writes Miss Nannie C.
Smith, of Vineyard Haven, Mass. "I find it the best
medicine I ever used for colds, indigestion and consti-
pation." It is a pure vegetable preparation, pleasant
and rmless, yet reliable and effective. G64a
Cantankerousnesta
Is a sign of liver trouble, and so is biliousness, chins and fever; malaria,
constipation, dizziness, poor complexion, sick headache, low spirits, rheu-
matism, etc. But this is not all. When your liver is sick you cannot
properly digest _your food, and suffer from indigestion, in all its many-dif-





For over 70 years this pure vegetable medicine, for sick Stomach
and Liver, has been in successful use by many thousands. It acts so
promptly, yet gently; and relieves so quickly, yet without bad after-affects,
that it has no superior in the field of curative medicine, for all diseases of
the digestive organs. Good for young and old. Try it.





'Little Sums LAWN TENNIS GOODS.
WE ARE OFFERING SOME EXTRA BIG VALUES IN
count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAYand see how fast your money














expense connected with it win
be considerable? If you arc trying
money by not having the occer.s.ny 'cos: -
comforts, you are o's.insinjuttce to
self and your family.
A modern bathroom is a necessity and
should be equipped with "Slukbpd" Ware.
We handle Illisadissd" plumbing fixtures,
and will gladly quote you prices.
Li). D. HANNON 132 S. Fourth.. Both Phones 201.
-
$
but windows and doors in the Fowler
was smashed and the atmosphere
were smashed and the atmosphere
froth the oaths of participants.
Talk up Your Town.
If you have an idle moment, em-
ploy it by saying a good word for
your town. It will cost you nothing
and will sound a lot better than wind-
jamming the vicinity in which you
live, and listeners will believe you
quicker and mark you as a progres-
sive individual, instead of branding
you as one of the missing links just
escaped from Noah's ark. A man
who belittles his .own town should be
ashamed of himself and take to the
woods, where, unmolested, he can
hate himself into an unknown grave.
—Harbor Beach, Mich., Times.
TALES BRING ON BLINDNESS
GrandJury Foreman Attributes Mis-
fortune to Strange Cause.
Evansville, Ind., April 7.—Addison
Thomas, of Jasper, Ind., foteman of
the Dubois county grand jury, went
suddenly blind this afternoon and he
thinks his blindness was caused by
listening to the numerous tales of
horribl crimes told' before the grand
jury.
LIBRARY DRIVEWAY
two gentlemen are the coin-
selected by the trustees to
find out what it will cost and then
submit the matter to the vestryineo.
Address Children.
Miss Aline Itaohy will next Fri-
day afternoon address the little
iolks of the city doting Children's
- until 5 ..'clock at the
COMMITTEE NOW ASCER-
TAINING COST OF THE IM-
PROVEMENT.
President Bagby Will Have Photo-
grapher Enlarge Skibo Castle
Picture—Miss Bagby Talks.
Messrs. George C. Wallace and
Charles Weille, of the board of
trustees for Carnegie library, are
now ascertaining the cost that will
be incurred if a concrete driee-way
is placed between the library build-
ing, and Grace Episcopal church
adjoining, at Ninth and Broadway.
Just as soon as they find out What
the cost is to be, they will then
inform the vestrymen of the church
and see if the congregation will not
bear one half of the expense of lay-
ing the drive-way that would benefit
the tibrary and church equally.
library building. The subject on
which she will speak is "Children
Characters in Charles Dicken's
Works."
Enlarge Picture.
President E. W. Bagby of the
library yesterday said he would
give to carne local photographer
shortly, the little picture he hail re-
ceived of Skits() Castle', the Scotland
home of Andrew Carnegie who do-
omed this city the library. The
photographer will enlarge the pic-
ture and hang it on the •institutions
wall.
Don'tt--buy poisonous immt•Attn
whiskey that is made in store rooms.
Pure whiskey can only be made in
a distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
pure "still house" article, made in a
home distillery, at $2.00, $2.50 and
$3.00 per gallon. Quarts and halves
in proportion. City retail department
417 Jefferson street.
BASE BALLS, MITTS, MASKS, BATS. ETC.
NEWEST PATTERNS OF LAWN TENNIS RACKETS.
SPECIAL VALUES IN TENNIS BALLS.
OUR POLICY IS TO CUT THE PRICE WHEN POSSIBLE.
Harbour's Book Department.
We will pay $1.00 for one of the following cash sales tickets. Nos.





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And:Household Goods. Both 'P hones ut.
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
MAIM, [FINGER & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,








....of the Highest Excellence....
-•.•1•••••..••• 
OurHandsomeSpring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
!!!!!!!
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICiST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES WE STAND F OR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
It Appealsito the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
•
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. Iffi.LER, Agent.






Steam and Hot Water Heating.














Practice MM Anheuser Busch. ,
The lineup of the Anheuser-Busch
leinrOf 15eeatur, which opens the 
ex-
Ilibition season with the 'Hyphens at
• trban April 15, follows: 
Cranshaft,
• jight
 field; Smith, third base; Everett
left field; Clifton, second base; McIll!",
tyre, first base; Ryan, short 
stop;
Bartlett and Ducker, pitchers; with
'Nankin as substitute. - Mnttoon
:Star.
And Such an Exhibition!
The Cairo "Tadpoles- play an ex-
lkibition game at 'Memphis toda
y,
Cairo's team are the tallest lot in 
the
"Kitty league and the papers 
thert
are insisting on calling them G
iante,
—Mattoon Star.
Cairo "Giants" Changed to Monkeys.
Charley Itabb's Southern leaguers
at Ntemphis too the Cairo team 
out
to Red Elm ball yard yesterday af-
ternoon and made monkeys out of
them by the score of 17 to 0.
The defeat administered the team
was so heart-rending that none of
th tm dared show their faces on Main
street ikfter the game for fear of be-
ing "'billeted" to death. 2k:either 
could
One of them find the way to
 the
telegraph office to wire the result or
particulars of the game to Cairo and
recoarse was kad‘to the long 
dis-
tance telephone to find out if 
the
team had committed. su
icide by
jumping into the river from the 
high
bluffs.
The reason for the loss of 
the
game summed up is-stage fright and
throwing the ball away. Hatch dis
-
tinguished himself in the box allow
-
ing only one hit in the three inning
s
he was at the slab.-Cairo
Insures Dry Infield.I
President Tebean has solved the
problem of insuring a dry infield dur-
ing the showery April days. Ile 
has
purchased a canvass large enoug
h to
cover the diamond and when the
weather is threatening before a game,
the sheet is spread over the ground.
Knows Sound of Their Voices,
The Cairo Telegrarn'i baseball
writer had a visi at and heard t
hings
the other night. From as eight 
in-
ning lyric we swipe the tillowing:
I hear Chief Lloy.T preesting
I hear "Old Gilly" star
As he tells the wrathful manager
To "go away from there."
And then I hear the satiltitsdc
Its eyes upon the dr.
Shout like a thousand devils,
As Fleming. nails a fly.
Big and Ugly Like Goliath.
Sullidgee, the hig fir* baseman is
bead and shouldres over Dummy
Hughes. It is a cinch that if he ever
connect, squarely with the horsehide
that the outfielders wit have to jump
the fence to chase it. He is said to
be handy with the 'big stick." If
his batting ability crrresponds with
his physique, he will be a terror to
the opposing pitchers.-Cairo Citi-
- nen.
Making Needed Improvements
A considerable portion of the ma-
terial for the new grand stand has
been placed on the ground at West
Side park, and it is probable that
Contractor Goveia will have the
stand up inside of ten days- -Frank
Belt spent all day Wednesday at the
park superintending the grading of
the diamond and outfield. The
ground around the edge of the dia-
t'ss le ts --,:t !•s :
a fall that made it impossible for the
short stop and second baseman to
field their positions properly. This
has been eliminated and now these
fielders can play as deep as they
wish.-Jacksonville Courier.
Bad-Eye Dovey.
George Dovey, who at one. time
played! with Dreyfues on the Paducah
team, is now at Hot Springs having
the time of his life. Daily he dons a
uniform and goes to Whittington
Park, where he joins in the practice.
IThe first el, f , out he . stooped a
grounder vri iiis left eye and that
section of h teatures has lefoiced
li)te a chunk of liver ever since.
lbtivey has often played the Blue-
grass circuit with Louisville teams.-
Louisville 'Post.
No Thank You.
A Pittsburger stopping at Hot
Springs invited Clarke to have a glass
of beer the other evening before re-
tiring. "Thank you," replied the
Pirate manager, "I do not indulge,
and even if I did I would have to
decline your invitations I have issued
strict order: against indulgence in
intoxicants .and it certainly would not
look well for me to violate a rule
which I have laid down for the
others."
Come Seben.
Seven of Manager Lloyds' men
have arrived and are registered at
the New Richmond where the' entire
aggregation will do their chewing
and stwozing wben in the city. They
are Cynnora, Miller, Henry Wetzel,
James McClain. Perry and 'Gregory.
At the park Yesterday.
The practice game started off well
and the crowd was en'tertained four
innings by some swift, snappy play-
ing. Then the rain came on and
everybody had to make home runs.
FOUNDER OF DEMOCRACY
BELIEVED IN PUBLICITY.
Newspaper! and Education the Safety
Valves cid Government by
the People.
((Jefferson and the Press.
While She people are discussing the
newspapers-and when are they not-
it would delight the soul of Thomas
Jefferson to know that the newspa-
per press has become probably the
most potent factor in the governing
of the United States.
The founder of the democratic par-
ty had such faith in the honesty and
good sense of the great body of the
=than tire you Mee ever or eeell lit key Wine. We h
em that yoe will be au wen pleased
government could not long gr) wrong dot When yes want a bieyent arm
 give no your order. We weal you ba Gess s• • slum trim
while they were fully informed of
the doings of their servanths in pub-
lic office. "Where the press is free
and every man able to read, all is
safe," is an aphorism in which he
summed up the whole of his philoso-
phy with respect to publicity.
joke. At least Is said so when he Julius Caeser
 must have held much
Itlet Worthem. lhe Paducah papers the same sentimen
ts when he tried to
every day contain accounts of the check the 
corruption of the Roman
state of the river a: different points, senate
 by causing a daily bulletin of
For , the past two days the report 
its proceedings to be posted in the
says the,, river has been "falling at Forum. A
cta Diurna, the Day's Do-
e way up in the ings, Caesar's bulleti
n was called,
Alia); na. "Be and it may be set down a
s the first
"it t •sight be daily newspaper known to 
history.
herever that is, That the people should
 know all
Padook."-Cairo the time what their legis
lative and
executive officers are doing, and why,
I was a cardinal tenet of Jefferson's
Will 11;;;-•7 Hurry.
• violent outbreaks which have shaken
political faith. His preventive for the
If Madisonville is o he in the base overthrown European govern-
kinsville, is organizi g, some definite
lithall league that Mr. assett, of Hop- ormerits was to give the people full in-
formation of their affairs through
' arrangements must e made without
e other
Lthe channel of the public papers a
nd
to contrive tfiat those papers s ou
ye already been penetrate the whole mass of people.
Therefore, Jefferson says in a let-
ter to Edward Carringteffr "Were it
left to me to decide whether we
should' have a . government without
newspapers, or newspapers without
league, is expected government, I should not hesitate a
few days to assist inFompleting the moment to prefer the latter." And
orga_ niration of a cllb here. Two
business firms stater to a Hustler 
he would have the public school 
go
along with 1 the newspapers, for he
representative Wedn ay that they adds: "Put I should mean that every
would be glad to d ate something
toward the fund that ' 




We Cairoitee. him and dry laugh
v, ith the hee-haw Maud at the
ducah Indians piaying baseball with
the yerow waters of the Tennessee
river gurgling an e flowing through
Wallace Park. Chef Lloyd 14 a man
of mirth and one who appreciates a
distillation. A visit to the distillery
asiced he ,was the lecturer.
t. 'will convince you of the above facts.
- s_ tFor sale one quart up, at 417 Jeffer-
rep ea Copie throwing oat C eft.
The countryman didn't appear to be
impressed; but said:
" 'I s'pose yen goin' ter give us
"The Raven"
"I didn't write 'The Raven,' " Read
retorted; "my lecture is wholly orig-
inal-you never heard anything like
it."
"Yes, I know; that's wot they all
say; but they recite 'The Raven' jest
the same."
"Who are you?"
"I'm the edttor of the nevvspa-per
here."
"Oh! that's it? What' is its name?"




"What does it mean?"
Don't know; I bought the office
from a man who gave the sheet its
name."
"What did he say the word meant?"
"Didn't say. But, look here, mister,
w49 I -
son street, city retal department.
vistillery north end of roth street.
$2 oo, $2.so and $3.00 per gallon. One
quart tip. ,
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Notice is hereby given that sealed
bids will be received by me in behalf
of the county at my office in the
court house on 'Saturday, the rath
day of April, roo6, at to o'clock a. m.,
for the purpose of funishing ,to the
county gravel for repairing the Hink-
leville and Lovelaeeville gravel road.
The contractor will not be required
to spread she gravel, but the same
will be received 'by the county's in-
spector upon the road as delivered.
The bids are expected to be received
upon the yard as to the furnishing of
said gravel.
The tmdersigned reserves the right
to reii et ally or all bids.
Pat,si April stle 1916.
E. B. JOHYSON,
Road Supervisor.
Regular Prloo jj 
*8.450 ss r pair. w Lila80  
. Pik PA:fi
To InfrotiaCO
•WO Will Soli ilAIL
S. TACK, 
a 
Toss a Scsojolo 
en CLAS$
WOICT LET 
Pak, for Orsfy OUT THE AIN
(CASH MTH ORDER 14.6.:) .
NO MORE TROUBLE I-nal PaCTURES. 
.
Result of 15 years experience in tire ./
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
-11/S. PINS. NAILS, TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanised like any other tire.
Twe Needled Tinsman/ pales now In actual use. Over
r,orenly-gers Thousand pain sold last W. WILSY ILLO NU. •
tw trifirpecittTellfua ty of rubber, which never becomes porous and which doors up
 small • .actitrese 
Made is all sixes, It is lively and may riding, very durable and line4 
mode
without allowing the air to escape We have hundreds of letters fro
m satisfied mistomez% rowing
that their Urea have only been pumped up oace or twioe in • whole season. T
hey weigh no mot.: than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities bMng g
iveu by several layers of thin, specially
red fabric on the tread. That "Nolding Pack" broastion commonly fett when
 riding on asphalt
prepa
roads is overcome by the patent -sestet Weave" tread which preve
nts' all air from b.7ing
Opetetoll on between the tire and the reed thus overcomin
g rill stsetioa.- The regular price of these
tires is tso per pair, but for advertising purposes we
ar, making a o•dal factory price to the rvier
of only Ito per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is reeeive&
 We ship C.O.D. on approval
Tan do loot pay • cent until you have eitautioad and toned them litrie
tty iss
We will allows wan disasont o15 per cent (thereby making the price S42
=ipleii;1) if you Pend
POLL Chia WEIN ostisit and emboss this 'vertiseinent. We will also send one nickel
pasted sand pump and ..ao sampans metal ponetare elopers on
 full psis orders (these metal
puncture to be used in case of intentional knife cots or harry gashe
s). Tires to to returned
et OUR aspens* if far any remiss they toe not satisfac
tory on eareinarioa.
We are perfectly reliable and mosey sent to us in all sate as la
 a bank. ask your Postmaster
Banker, et' Preayht sow or be Welter of this rialter abou
t us. U you orgr • pair of
or co tr-r-rv. un!il rteeived Co'n pi . • . -
asepses, paet..:r:....asid L.' est 1:1•21... la, and Irarn our •
Yana: and wondwslat new offer,' nuele possible by selling horn
direct to rider wit is no eak!,,Lemen's profits.
wE' twerp oes APPROSIAL isii!..fia a rent &psi!, ray the Proffrht
&low to Dnyv Free ?Mal and make other liberal V..-rnit which ro r
house the world um do. You will learn everything and gct mock ruin.
al 4: information by simply writing us a postal.
We ne.xl a Makap Assaf in every town Wad can °fin. an oppertua:sty,
to nutke money to switabk ycung men who apply at once.
puNoTuRE.pRooF TIRES o N LY




but its risin' it is a
iirt e ay.
chifis in the league
organized and stye
said to be ready fo
ever it is decided to
Nfir. Rassiett, who
ing on Meadgonville





be here in a
Ill PC nee •
in thc event the club la organized.-
111 atlisonville Hustler.
Phiggin and 'Specs "Pinions.
The Journal-Garette as no objec-
tion to the sporting ditor of the
_morning paper pluggi for some of
:his friends for places on the Mat-
toon-Charleston ball am, and by
tire same token The rnal-Gnsette
will reserve the privilei of express-
ing its opinion on chdidatee for
plces with the Canarie when it sees
fit to do so.-Mattdh Journal-Ga-
zette,
Arnericanspeople that he was sure the 
now will a that niejejrill ride easier ten er. wear
 better, mat len r and look
order at oboe, hence this remar Me tire offer.
00ASTER-BIZAKES,, everyth Ube Ulnae aritsold by us at ball thessuat
beLtletaSitheasie.bries. pollabs, parts and repairs, and
prices charged by dealers and repair men W 
iftINDIRT fttalcupse.
imo war wAiT  but wri
te us • pada eme. DO mi. ?WINK OW BUYING a
bicycle or a pear of tires from nayooe until you know the ne
w and
awastterfut offer' we are making. It only costs a post
al to learn everything Write it NOW. 4,
be capable of reading them."-St
.
Louis Republic,
OPI EREAD IN WASHINGTON.
Commissioned to Tell Plain Truth
About Capital Life.
The most interesting character 
in
VV)ashington at this hour is Opie
Read, 'who is studying the phases of
congressional life with a glass-I
mean a magnifying glass, because the
Tennesseean hasn"t taken anything
stronger than water for three years.
Het has an order for a series of 
ar
ticles that will tell the unvarnished
CEN
truth about Washington life. •
Mr. Read stands about six feet
two inches in his Nashville brogans.;
'He is a Goliath in frame, having
shoulders like a heavy-weight cham-
pion. 'He "wears his face" clean of
beard and his hair is turning gray.
lie might be mistaken for a metho-
dist 'aishop until he begins to make
a few remarks. He is one of the
best story tellers this country con-
tains and his specialty is negro dia-
lect. The late Jimmy Cowardin of
Richmond' was the only man of this
generation that could equal him.
Hlopkinson Smith is not to be men-
if yer not going to recite 'The
•Raven' I'd like to mention that I
hey somethin' here that'll interest
you, mebby." And he prodOced a
large black flask from 4iis side pocket.
Opie concludes something like this:
"It' looked good, it smelled good
it tasted good; and the people of that
town were spared the infliction of
that lecture. 'After they had sat in
j the church, _like a, Quaker meeting,
for an hour, they got their money
back at the door and gratefully
sought their homes. They had es-
caped The Raven' for once!"-Julius
Chambers in the Brooklyn Eagle.
tioned in the same day with Opie When you* buy "Old Terrell" whis-
key you get whiskey that is Made in
an actual distillery and the hops,
malt, rye and corn used in its dis-
tillation is the very highest grade
and the spring water used is as clear
there that night. As he was the only as a crystal and absolutely pure
traveler to leave the train a very
imie:-Iliannersel chap approached and
Read.
In the "old days," when Read
knew mountain dew from Louisville
whisky, he arrived in a small town
in Arkansas one afternoon to lecture
vihich is an important item in perfect
IS fiLL IT WILL COST 7PCI
to write for our big rime. nicicuLts (...- •
•..loiring the float complete lbw .4 hi)„, .
it le YILLEN. TS ItP.S end hr.NLMII:ti at l'i.'.'
1.111.0tY en other maisufacture..7 or dealer hi the worl.:.) .0
DC 1,-,',. T Fitt!! tl BICYCLE frc'—' '.,,, .,. ., ,.
logt.es Nitrating LIA d mg every kind of holigh-^rwl- a • • • 0.
Notice tha thick rubber tread
••A" and puncture strips 'oft
nod elh," also Ma strip, ••11"
to preveat euttiog. This
we will outlaut goy other
wiamis--so XE-LsTIO and
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept,•"11L" CHICAGO, ILL:
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to  315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED. 
INSURE WITB --
fl" 'Witt PAY- YOU -YE> SEETH-E- BARGAINS WB-- HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
Bkycles.......Bicycles
1906 Models Ready for InspIctiog.
The "Trib!me," 1"Rambler," "Monarch"
an,1 "Imperial"
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to see
these fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the con-
viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
produce,
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
etc., at right prices.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
T:7: OLD 7.2LIA'LL12.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and 128 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
1- •








MDUCAH REAL ES: - WESTERN KENTUCKY PARMI. LASI
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WEST
ERN
'KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LI
ST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND POW. T.
or.DG -Q ow. PaLdhu.-ft. Ida
 as
Abram L. Well et Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Et\ck.
Office Phone 360. Residen Phone 726
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemete
ry Work MSC
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; doe
s not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, ifoo TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY
4.1•••••
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.
..Paper usually sold at ioc we will
sell for• Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
so aft ba $6 L B EB Our
4111raffilli111111111111111111
1
C. LEE. 315 Bwav,
• •
General Insurance Agency











reach the committee, and wa,




ttegister Building. sirs Stallion:pr.
'AMES E. WILHiald, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
MOBIIRT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
have been charges made that cer-
tain politicians in Kentucky solicited
campaign contributions, and that a
large- sum -of--money was pocketed
by several of them instead of .turn-
ing .the money over to the com-
mittee. We have always regarded
such., acts as plain stealing, and it
has been a source of surprise to us
Evttiid at the 401..P°Ittlificmaile eAtualPachi tts; that those who knew of the theftsas secou







One Week  ..... .io
Anyone ball, lirtucedve this paper
regularly abode re.ort this matter to






AmeriCans are prone hi) Wow of
the great freed* speff.erait:-
and point to its .repec tot=
of, government. RS .tbe acrue of self-
government.. We,beirst of the great-
est republic on the globe, yet our
representatives are' Mere puppets in
the halls of congress and under the
absolute control of one man, the
speaker, more than the humblest
slave of fifty years was under the
domination of his master, or the
overseer. The brutality of slave
drivers in slave days finds an equal
ill the brutality, in a parliamentary
way, of the speaker of the house as
constituted today.
The Nashville Banner, in urging a
needed reform says most truly:
"If there co9k1 be some medium
ground between the manner of pro-
cedure in the two houses of con-
gress which both should adopt,
there would be a great improvement
in tlCe national legislation to the
prcdit and delectation of the Ameri-
can public.
"The house has ceased to be a de-
liberative body and the senate de-
liberates too much. Its debates ars.
ieterminable.
In the house the speaker is the
whole thing. Its programme of ac-
tion is pre-arranged by the speaker
and his lieutenants on the floor, who
constitute the majority members of
the rules committee. These allow
only what discussion they please of
any measure, however important,
and the public pays no attention to
the discussion because the fate of
the measure has been prede-
termined, The house is in no prop-
er sense a parliamentary body be-
cause the presiding officer is the
leader of the majority faction and
controls matters at his will with nu
scruple at partisan "bias. A legisla-
tive body so 'constituted is an
anomaly that does not exist.. any-
where in the wd. except in the.
United States, sad' is unknown ID
history.
"There should be impartial presid-
ing officers in both houses of con-
gress, both should allow ample op-
portunity -for debate and both
should ...have rule of
cloture. •-,T)asetioratipiggistry of the
house ors.the one hand and the
tedious •rw.....arito.firesn innate on the
other see'vo--scr- getratiy:. reduce the
• effectiveness- 4 congress as a kgis-
. tries thelative body and
patience ok,.41,141
'"ihe Adiertc
Poor old Saint Louis, twice as old
as Chitago and one third as large,
has been banking on her geographi-
cal position and her solid citizens for
many years. The other day her Mil-
lion .club awarded $400,000 to * Chi-
cago firm to exploit and advertise
her resources and advantages. It is
needless to say that that wideawake
concern on the shore of the inland
sea, will "shcny" St. Louis. Paducah
is afflicted with the same comIpaint
--geographical position. Why, when
Chicago wanted business "from
around St. Louis' back door Chicago
simpily beckoned, "this way please"
and gave merchants excursions and
I shoppers excursions and
people and money into
Mlerchants and shoppers excursions
to Paducah would be proper and
as bread
ress was
modeled after th •Parlia-
me.1: 1151,,z- -of t-Vprtsentatives
was especiolbo.desiggedt So be coun-
terpart of the house of commons. It
is a pity that ithntçoIlowed the
British ,example•in "matter of parlia-
mentary 'prbcedure." '
profitable and soon appear




The end of Lent approaches and
the climax of the tragedy of Christen-
dom is at hand. Last Sun-day, Palm
Sunday, commemorated His entrance
into Jerusalem. Then came a brief
triumph, arrest, prosecution thrice
and execution. He was taken from
court to court until at last Pilate, the
Roman governor, said, "I find no









Him to Gogotha. On
was wounded for our
He was gruised for
the chastisement of





Until the age of it or 12 boys are
taller and heavier than girls. Then
the girls for the next few years sur-
pass the boys both in weight and
height, but the boys soon overtake
and pass them. The sons of non-
laboring parents are taller and heav-
ier than those of laboring parents.
The heads of girls are a little rouncPer
than those of boys and always a little
smaller. It has been found that chil-
dren grow but little from the end of
November to the end of March, grow
tall but increase little in weight "from
March till August and increase main-
ly in weight and little in height from
August to November.
To Remove Freckles and
Pimplesfin Ten pays.
NADI/IOLA Is • sew ascovery, sold end • panne
geweetes sed new retuned Is every can wino it talk
le fawn freckles, pied's. liver-epets. sem-tas,
▪ bleckbeide. edam dissierstien mail an arsgthas
d skis, as maw ed Sew log stiring.Con
maim clog all den, and de went Is lit. it impre.
Afar deem 'dens we rumen/ tlis skis will be den
hinny Posithd. pmellite Maan mat tres;)
lb me. As mins ear ralintetus me ability So wooly
wigt sgressests. v.Mw Se the Cenemedd Reek
sod lest stentr. Parle. Tess., sr say seedy 'MA.
kik yew druggist ter MAIINOIA. It be Iten't It. pp/ is
a Went messy seer and ws nil sued poen Wald
gods. et MAMMA bY Ina MM idle le de as Os
oda ter a, mew es sea.spe Ida preen* rani pew
armay. Adder nartstadrioalli CO.. Pans, Tow
Tyranny of Special Privilege.
(Portland Oregonian.)
Perhaps the most ingenious form of
the tyranny of the past over the fu-
ture consists in the grant of special
privileges to favored individuals or
corporations. Such grants are like
cancers rating at the vitals of the
body politic. They corrupt those who
give and those who receive them.
They are contrary to all the prinii-
pies of republican government and
violate every rule of ethics. It is
sufficient for each generation to con-
trol its own affairs wisely. The pres-
ent must not exist in servile subjec-
tion to the past, nor must it seek to
tyrannize over the future. What was
wise a century ago may not be wise
now: what is wise now will probably
be foolish in a hundred years. The
meanest of all dishonesty is that
which tries to rob the future of its
independence. The meanest of all
servility, is that which grovels in
blind subjection to the past.
EMPLOY NEW
CIVIL ENGINEER
What a Fall Was There! Irriiik "Old Terrell" the pure 'still
road President United States Senator
Bon Vivant, etc., the Louisvilk Her-
aid' says:
A year ago Chauncey M Depew
was considered by many the leading
citizen. of New York. • He was the
most famous and most sought for
after-dinner speaker in America.
Senator of the Empire State, orator,
wit, lawyer, leading spirit of the
board of trustees of Yale University,
Ile and his friends ridiculed or treated
with supreme contempt the recurring
charges th he was but the tool of
the railroad interests and was con-
trolled absolutely by those who 'con-
trolled the Vdifderbilt fortunes. To-
day little, or nothing, remains of his
reputation. Broken in health and




The privatetsecretary of Senator
Lodge has been indicted for em-
bezzlement, it being charged that a
contribution of $225 intended for the
r,publican campaign fund failed to
In ah editorial about the ex-Rail-
house" whiskey, for sale in quantities
of one quart or more at 417 Jeffer-
son street. city retail department.
$2.00, $.2.5o and $3.00 per gallon. One
quart up.
JOHN. AIRORD OF; AIMIKAGO
WILL GET UP THE
DRAWINGS. .
He is one of the Leading Experts
the Country Over in This Line
of Buttons.
Gus torian was fined $ao and
costs for disturbing a lawful assem-
biy.
George Ferrell was given a con-
tinuance until the itSth of this
month of the charge of assaulting
Will Hamiltork_in the Bulger saloon
on Broad street several weeks ago.
Geirtrude 'Chappell was fined $2o
and Icost for being drunk and dis-
crderly.
James A. Warn' k was tined $3
and costs for being drank and dis-
orderly.
Frank Crane was given a continu-
awce until today of the case charg-
ing him with abusing his sister-in-
law, Mrs. Lee Stewart.
John Ayers and Walter Wolff
were each fined $t and costs for
being drunk.
At last definite steps have been
taken towards procuring the civil en-
gineer who is to come here and
supervise the plans and specifications
for the new sanitary sewerage dis-
trict that is to be built in the west-
ern portion of the city. This action
was taken last evening during the
meeting of the sewer committee from
the councilmanic and aldermanic bod-
ies, during a meeting they held with
City Engineer L. A. Washington at
the latter's office beside the City Hall
In taking a forward step in the
premises the committee employed
John W. Alvord of Chicago, Ill., to
make the plans and specifications for
the system, and the city engineer was
directed to today write Mr. Alvord
and inform him of his choice. The
latter proposes to make a contour
map for $393, and then in addition to
this sum, will get up the detailed
map outlining the system. for Us for
each mile of sewerage to be laid.
As there will be between eight and
ten miles of mains in the new 'dis-
trict, it means the services of Mr.
Alvord will come in the neighbor-
hood of .
Mr. Alv rd is recognized in Chi-
cago as one of the greatest hydraulic
and sanitary engineers of the present
day, and has been connected with
many gigantic concerns the country
over. He does not go out himseia be
do this Work, but agrees to come,
here only one time to look over the
situation, look at the maps of the
present sanitary district laid, and se-
cure data as 4 what is wanted. He
then r turns to Chicago and sends
his men here to do the field work,
which consists of surveying the en-
tire new prospective district, locating
where each pipe is to go, how deals
they are to be laid, and in fact every-
thing connected with the undertak-
ing. The field men then go to Chi-
cago and lay their information before
Mr. Alvord who has th experts under
yhim to draw ti the maps.Mr. Alvord is connected with big
contracts everywhere and could not
afford to come here himself and do
the work, but it being under his di-
rect personal supervision,-aa good re-
sults'will be attained as if he was on
!land here all the time.
Mr. Washington laid his propo-
s•lion before the committee last even-
ing. and as that body had pottier to
make the employment, they directed
M. Washington to write the Chi-
cagoan that his services were en-
gaged, and asking that he come here
as soon as possible to loo over the
field so things can be started off
jtist as lle ,ays his men icy:
lime here to commence work, it can
'then be estimated when the new 
trict will be/ commenced. It is not
thought the work‘of laying the mains
can be gotten to until the first or
middle of Yune. at any rate and
nrobably  mot until July. 
FINED FOR LIBEL
Rev. Burke Culpeper continue
preaching strong sermons to large
crowds at the Broadway Methodist '
church each morning, afternoon and
evening.
_Special fittvicea.
Service' for Holy Week will • be
observed at the St. Francis de Sales
Catholic church as follows: Especial
masses on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday mornings. ,Services on
Wednesday, Thursday ad Friday
oven op.
At Grace Episcopal church ho;y
communion will be every morning
at. lo:, except Saturday. Evening
prayer and address on Tuesday and
Thursday at 4:30, and Wednesday
and Friday at 7:30.
WATER NOTICE.
.. Patrons of tile Water Company
are rernirded that their water rent
expired March vat.. Those who
desire to renew them should do en.
MCORD AND 
before it is forgotten, as all premises
' carrrENDEN
CONFESSED AND WERE 
not paid for on or before April mtb.
will be slim off.
FINED $300 EACH.
'Ole prompt payment of leaser-,
rents will save vexation and coat ta
the consumer and unpleasant dud"
Sleeps g7 Days.
Boulder, Col., April 8.—After sleep-
ing for ninety-seven days and two
hours, Mrs. S. A. Griffin, wife of one
of the best known attorneys in Colo-
rado, and former regent of the Uni-
versity of Colorado. is (lead. The im-
mediate cause of death was pneu-
monia, though the cause of the Iowa
sleep was a nervous disorder which
the best neurologists of the country
failed to diagnose.
Mrs. Griffin was stricken on New
Year's day, a few hours after eating
dinner with the other members of
her family. She never regained con-
sciousness for a moment front that
time until she died. She Nils 'kept
alive by injections of liquid food.
Two days ago Mrs. Griffin was
stricken with pneumonia and the at-
tending physicians gave tip the case.
The "cream" of society is so called
not so much because it is at the top
as because it is a little off color.
BOY CONFESSED
BERT ROBERTS SAYS HE
STOLE THE WHEEL FROM
BAKER.
George Farrel Was Given Another
Continuance of the Charge of
Striking Will Hamilton.
Women Did 'Not Want Anything
Done Until H. Get to Smith-
land, but Others Confessed.
Yesterday in the circuit court at
Smithland a fine of jsoo was
assessed against H. C. McChord,
and similar fine against J. E. Chit-
tenden, on they confessing to hav-
ing been guilty of criminal libel, for
which they were indicted. A gen-
tleman named Walker of that
county is also under indictment on
the charge of being implicated, and
lie is fighting his case.
McChord is the chairman of the
Republican committee for the coun-
ty_of_Livingston, while Mr. Chitten-
den is editor of the Crittenden
Record. They with Mr. Walker are
charged with having printed SO,Ilie
libellous-rapers about Judge Evans
just before the regular election last
November. The judge was the
Democratic nominee to succeed
himself as county judge of Living-
ston, while MkChord, Chittenden
and others were against him, and
supporting the Republican nominee
for county judge. Judge Evans
charges that just before the election
McChord and others had printed
and circulated some handbills that
made serious charges against Judge
Evans, who claims the publications
were erroneous and damaging. They
caused the defeat of Judge Evans,
and afterwards McChord and others
were indicted. Judge Evans has
pending Some civil actiewl *herein
he sues oeveral parties for Woo°
damages each, on the ground that
they had a part in issuing the
damaging circulars. Markie Worten
is attorney for the parties being
sued, and yestei day morning he
was in Paducah when there came up
at Smithland the indictments aKainst
McChord and others. Worten tele-
phoned up to Smithland for Mc-
Chord and others not to confes3
their guilt until he, Worten, got up
there on the boat, but the others de-
sired to confess and get done with
the matter, so did so, without wait-
ing for Worten's appearance oil the
scene. •
In his suit?* tor damages • Yndge
Evans is represented by Hendrick,
Miller & Marble of Paducah, and at-
to.-ney Wilson of Sibithland.
TENT FOR REVIVAL
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
NEEDS IT TO ACCOMMO-
DATE PEOPLE.
In 4he police court yesterday
morning Bert Toberts confessed to
!toying stolen the wheel of -Clyde
Baker from in front of the Postal
Telegraph office at Second and
Broadway about ten nights ago. The
Robra-ts boy was held over to. the
circuit court grand jury on the
charge of grand larceny, and being
hnable to give bond went to' jail,
where his mother is being held on
the charge of knowihgly receiving
and concfaling the stolen bicycle.
Rev. Culpepper and Son Draw Im-
mense Throngs at Broadway M.
E. Church.
and annoyance to the compant.
The protracted meeting at the
-11aptist Ch.trch  0n isNattLaut.l.
Ohio streets is developing into such
a great gathering, that the church
no longer accommodates the mam-
moth throngs coming out to hear
Rev, E. B. Farrar's sermons, _ so
yesterday there was ordered from
Sebree, Ky., a large canvass tent
that will be stretched upon the open
commons behind the church build-
ing, and the services conducted
thereunder on its arrival. The tent
is expected to get here by tomor-
row, as it was ordered by telegraph
yesterday. It has a capacity of
about t,000 people, which is double
that of the church where nightly
hundreds are turned away because
there is no room for them.
Rev. Farrar preached last night on
'Now Shall' Ye Escape," which re-
sulted in ten conversions. This
makes a total of seventy-five con-
versions since the meeting started
two weeks ago. The services are
continued every day at noon in•the
Illinois Central shops where daily
hundreds of railroaders crowd
around to hear the preaching.
MARRIED AT
METROPOLIS
MISS A DA CURD AND OTTO
HAMILTON WEDDED
YESTERDAY.
There Married Last Night at Nash-
ville, Tenn., Miss Lawrence
and John Akin.
Yesterday morning Miss Ada Curd
and Mr. Otto Hamilton of this city,
went to Metropolis, Ill., there they
were married, returning home ' last
evening. The couple Vie nt down there
for a quiet ceremony and also gave
their friend's a little surprise.
The bride is a very pretty and lov-s,
able young lady of many accomplish-
ments. She resides on Salem avenue
in this cit d is exceedingly 
tail..
Thsr the well known mem-
ber Fire department sta-
ti. • - ' -'orth Fourth street,
and one a t e most excellent and
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Last night at Nashville, Tenn ,011111..ThomPsoll
_ 11111Orried at Nashville.
there was united in marriage Miss
Katie Lawrence and Mr. John- Akin, •
depot, while his pretty bride is the • I.
night baggagemast er at the union
both of whom are well known here,
the groom several years ago being 14)
sister-in-law of Mr. C. G. Shepard
who .was day ticket agent at the
depot. The groom now travels nat
of Naahville for-The Armour Packing






The Commission Will Set a Date by
Which Time All Cities Must
-
14 Have in Their aids.
Rev. J.
.flood Sermons.
B. C64pepper and his son
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg!
Professor E. G. Payne of the high
school building cif this city, leaves to-
morrow at noon for Frankfort where
Thursday there will meet the com-
•i.sien serEcted by Governor Beck-
ham for purpose of deciding where
shall be located the state normal
schools to be maintained by the coin-
(alth. The professor expects to
• aaauur..-t-hea.balauczacif_tlat__
Yesterday Professor Payne stated
that this gathering Thursday-leas for
object of informing all the cities over
the, state to put in a bid for one of
the colleges where public school
teachers will attend during the sum-
mer months to receive instruction at
cost. of the state. Every city will
make a proposition to the commis-
sion, and which ever one offers the
best inducements, the institution will
be located there. The provision of
the act adopted by the state legisla-
ture, authorizing ' inauguration of
these schools provides that some
city shall donate a building and site
to the state which will take posses-
sion of it, and then maintain the col-
leges, forever afterwards, free of any
cost to whichever city gets the insti-
tution.
Paducah will put in a bit: for one
of the two, as already many of the
progressive citizens have.Jaken up
the matter and by time the commis-
sion meets to consider the. propo-
sitions, this place will have in a bid.
showing what kind of building and
site it will donate the itee. It is
probable that the commission will fix
sometime next month as tfoe, date for
opening these proposals and making
their decision.
C. NANNN6 SEARS, M. D.
Office I/07 Meyers St.
Teleihone 371.
TIME FLIES
BE WISE D GZT A GOOD
CLOCK OR VE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRM
CLASS ORD . WE DO THE
FINEST KI1DS OF REPAIR




















L. A. I °inertly:).
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water frud Oil Colors,
ttos and Calanders
Framed ri t up to date in five min-
utes tLe at the






* :'"IlttO 'comedies of former times,SALooNKEEpERs , het. departure from that . style
• . ' : tfet'reYstiroig Inchanergne 
i.w- ohmi cehd yw ;is, 1 an w a k ienn-
it -pieseurable expectancy on the partof her admirers here. Miss Cros-
man's delightful comedy gifts, her
..- 4 4 Itlkopyancy, animation and brightnese,'..i ar4. pure to make Miss Mary, theOP. 1chiacter she portrays in her new
comedy, a fascinsting young woman
wig?, whom everybody will fall inlovt. The comedy has been 'de-
scribed as one of the brightest ever
produced in this country, and Miss
Creetinan's part is it to said to fiter better than any she has everesspo ed. Than this not stronger
redosnmeindation can be asked.
pie Night Owls Buslesqus hastheAreaches an cream chorus of any
. this season, and odd Statement
rtheless true, At !The Kcal
on kiiturday April 14—" the night. ' l •
TAKE AC
OFFER REWARD FOR
VICTION OF ANY LIQUOR
InoLATIos..„




city ileve taken -X -
direction, w.hiehieltero
the Dist way lei AforchAidfrof
Sunday dosing lawn, as .ehoten
their iisolution pabled•in another.
column of this .issue, aadhicb
document offers a 'twinkled if *4 for
every :ammictioik.:
liquor upon the stlibalt; no matter






COW. (kilt Offor. -ll! Mr a. short erne Make you
• a 
Iton idotoft 'Platinum 'pictures mount-
nice folder, for $5. This is the
..ever made by any studio in
oiey....- All - other photos at re-
aptiggs.i‘sgalt at our studio and
hat xpIttivr,te to offer before
maktig any e tnents with anysakes studio.
Pho tographically yours, -.l' RILEY &‘COCilt.
Buy 014 Timer the pate "still. . .afternoon 14 their webere, „thou& honatee. li'MaireY, Toe Ilsie at
, 
4 r7 Jef-the Blue Ribbon salothaaonlvliautfr fern* itreet, at $a.00, $2.50 and $3.o)Third street betweesi.k why.:fnd per eallon. Quarts and halves inKentlicky avenue, 'Asd'Wnbev. o4the Retail Liquor pe.4e,rs (Mutual
Benefit association.sid&Oied :11 reso-
lution which announced their inten-
tion of offering a reward for the ar-rest and conviction of any party. .
One retail dealer yesterday saidthat it looked like 'tome ,of the
whiskey dealers stood in with the
administration, as the fivored
ones were never bothered, while theofficers rushed around the cornerand arrested one who did not staniwell in the estimation of the author-
ities. Believing now that it was ths.
best for everybody to be handle.1alike, and compel all to keep closed.the liquor dealers mselves offer
this reward, which is very com-
mendable in them- and shows theyintend business in -tlie' premises,
ii one of them is caught open and
fined, he is virtually paying a reward
to convict himself. 
•By all the dealers going in to-
gether and offering rewards and as-
sistance for the prosecutions, theycan force everybody to keep closed.
Ninety per cent. of the saloonists
want to keep closed on Sunday and
enjoy a day of rest and peace like
other business houses, but their
competitors keep open therefore the
others are compelled to do likewise
in order to keep tbeir trade which
would draw away fp the open house
if the one keptIcIbsed and 'othsr
open, P t'?
Secretary Counts of the aseoria-
tion said they iutended to make
everybody keep closed, and in addi-
t.on do everything possible to con-
vict and have the license taken awayfrom any guilty petty.
Saloons have kept open in Padu-cah every Sunday since this city
commenced having grogshops, butit is believed the efforts of thedealers themselves will be the first
effective one * towards closing theplaces /14 the Lords Day.
Amusements
WOMAN'S Ithe entire community which sustainsa deep loss by her dissolution.She is survived by two sons John
TomAmi
and George Moore, and one (laugh-IS tiefra,rdMrs.onDery. .vCiocirnietlyisonihais ll of f ttehre
noon at .4 o'clock the .re211.3i11.1 Willlbe liurtied at Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
I





Baptist Church of that.pi.-Ace.':
)40 WORD YET FROM
HAY'S AS TO WHAT HE
FOUND INSIDE.
The Family of Jernima McChesneY,
Colored, Claim the Druggists
Made the Fatal Mistake.
,
No word has yet been receifed
from Louisville stating the result of
the analysis made by Dr. Hays of
the stomach..of---Jeminna McChesney,
colored, sent there last week by 131.
Horace Rivers who seat the
Womon's stomach on instructions
from the coroner. Dr. Hays has
given wtrd that he received, thed
stomach in proper condition, andwould immediately make the anal,-
sii,- but he hat not yet said what he
found, as ao word from him what-ever has come since that announcing
arrival of the organ there.
The McChesney woman is the one
who died at their home on Eighth








aykoicies 'F.' ass ts1 ranee.
•
In Mary, Mare Quite Contrary at The Kentucky tonight.
CLOSE ON SUNDAY taking the medicine she bought atthe Iverson & Wallace drug store,I at Seventh and Washington, andI which the proprietors claim wasRetai.l Liquor Dealers Offer Reward quinine, like ordered, while the in-for Convictions. 1, dications are the woman expired ofBelieving that the Sunday liquor morphine.laws of Paducah should be enforced -as, Inc stomach was sent to Dr.1 without partiality, the Retail Liguori--
of Paducah offer the following: ,lf
nays at the Falls City in order he
Dealer's Mutual Benefit Association 
eould ahaze it and ascertain what
really did ause the death of the
I is ,:.11111. The family of the deadwo4tan claf/in the drug store peopleFor the arrest and conviction, made a mistake and gave morphine
.subsequent to the date of this reward,;to the child that whis sent afterof any saloonkeeper, bartender, drug-onittine, and that this caused thegist, drug clerk, any person connect- death:ed with a quart liquor house, or ayl Dr. Rivers is daily expecting someother person or persons having hi- word from the Louisville expert asdense to sell spiritous, vinous or malt, ha has had plenty of time in whichliquors in the city of Paducah. The."to make the analysis, the stomachabove reward will be paid for the first lia.vg •bfen 'sent him one week ago.four conditions under said laws, of
any four distinct persons or firms.
Retail Liquor Dealer's Mutual
Benefit Association.
. ---bY JOHN W. COUN1 S.
'
Henrietta Crosman Tonight. r
There shoed he no mistake aboutthe quality of the attraction at theKentucky tonight when HenriettaCtosman, greatest of Americanactresses will appear in a newmodern comedy entitled "Mary,Mary, Quite Contrary." Even tit;most infrequent patrons of thetheatre will be interested in the visitof this eminent actress. Who is not  wttriter fi




No Fire Found About Eleventh and
Broadway When Department
Arrived.
Last evening. about 12 o'clock the
flee department was called to Elev-
enth and Broadway by an alarm from
•••••••••••••••••
Jane Moore -Passed -iikvery---in
Hard Money Section.
—
Last evening at eight o'clock Mrs.
Jane Moore died at her home in tht
}lard/ Money neighborhood of
Graves county, after an eleven days
confinement as result of infirmities
brought in by old age.
1box„No. 24 that sits at that intersec- Mrs. Moore I'm one of the oldesttion. Arriving the stationmen could and best known ladies of that sec-find no blaze or the one who tion where she was horn eighty-nineturned-in the alarm, as many times years ago and ever since made her 
,






rtibutione Intended for the Re-
publican Campaign
Committee.
Boston, April.-0.-o-Robert G. Proc-tor, private secretary of Henry CabotIszidge, for whose afrest on thecharge of embezzlement a warrant'Was -issued yesterday, -surrendered atpolice headquarters today. Mr. Proc-tor Was immediately released on Seoobail. •
The warrant was issued after thegrand jury had made its report. The
specific charge is that Proctor em-
bezz'ed $225 belonging to John E.Bestgen, of Quincy, in October, ino5.Bestgen alleged that he gave Proctorthe money as a republican campaign
contribution, and that Proctor prom:ised to ai.1 him in obtaining a con-sulship. It is further alleged that no
record of this sum appears upon the
books of the republican state com-





MR. E. M. JOHNSON OF THE
COSMOPOLITAN COMPANY
DE HERE. -
Contractor George Ingram Next




Mr. E. M. Johnson of The Cos-mopolitan. Carnival company arrivedhere yesterday from the South andwill remain in the city helping pre-pare for the spring festival to begiven here, and for which entertain-ment the attractions will be suppliedby his company that holds forth forthe tveek commencing April 30th.He is the promoter for his peopleand remains here to assist the Padu-
arrange-
cab people in closing up
merits for the festival.
Mr. Johnson is an old and exper-ienced carnival man who has beenin the business for years, as,evidenced by the decisive and de-termined manner he goes aboutthings. The Paducah company!members giving the affair will meet
1
with him this evening at whielktimethey will go over detals togetherand enter upon active preparations.I The arch for the entrance to thecarnival grounds at Twelfth andil'iinible streets, will be started nextMonday by Contractor George In-gram who has been awarded thecontract for this work.
It will take a week or 'two tocomplete this arch which will be avery handsomely decorated affair,clustered with a profusion of bril-liant electric lights.
Fine photos at unheard of prices.Riley & Cook.
(Continued From First ' Page.)
would pay for the goods at the end WESTERN KENTUCKYof the week when they would receive •t•their salaries.
Mount's Motion.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett yesterdaysaid they would today file their ̀ mo-tion before Judge Reed asking for anew trial of the case wherein Willie
Mount got seventeen years in thepenitigetre They will set up statu-te/II weds for the hearing desired,
Sued on Note.
E. S and G. C. Dugiud yesterdayin the circuit court filed suit againstR. ft; Lai for $71.61 claimed dueupon .1 one day note defendant execu-ted plaintiffs September arst, 1896.
• Wants Divorce.
T. Howarton filed suit against
Sarah Hlowarton for divorce, on theground that she has become a dis-solute and lascivious character, andbeen guilty of adultry many times,and visits assignation houses. They
married during 1895 at Eddyville and
lived together until April 1st, two.He wants possession of their twochildren. Stephen, aged 6 years, and
Annie Bell. aged 5 years
NEWS AND COMMENT +
H I t't





I. C. rnar, uctido Wprit.
The Illinois C tral raflis,ad Com-pany; is working for' two hun-dred men tonsil-inning the new roadthrough the city. The hi4iest offic-als were here zyepeergbot "!veeing that,the work is psishnit. The, obi bed isconsidered dangerous between here.an& Fort Jefferson.—Wickliffe Yea-- _
_ 'Is Down on the MAL
Rev. L. D. Hamilton goes to Co-lumbus this afternoon and












was that fr. JazsNunders died
there 'of consuniption. • -He is a
brotlier of IvIrotiohn Saunders, sou-
in-la* ':.oh.44.r, M. B. Isaasti, of _this,
tiy. The. deceased was for . a abort
while manager uice the Dana- brer-'
cantile Agen6)r criOri?' 
The infant of 'Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Moore of 1337 KestlickY avenues •
died and was buried- yesterday
morning at Oak Grove cemetery.
'Tis True! Pity 'Tis 'Ti. True.
Some people get riled at „the homepaper if their name is sometimes ac-cidentfy or inadvertently left out, andyet, these same people will take a bigcity paper published thousands ofmiles away, which has never been
known to have their name anywhere
in its columns at anytime. Do a lit-
tle unintentional piece.. of 'dirty work,
hhwever, and let the large city paper
get but a single hint of it; they will!
,Flatery is to conversation what th
kiss is to the lovemaking; of the least
value, but valued most.
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.





24.45—Attebury, Walter, Res., 33
Farley.
2444—Bequette, J., Res., 2'09 Broad
244o—Berry. Dora, Rcs., Ninth and
Boyd.
2451a—Mitchell, S. E., 326 and 3.28:
South Third.
2447—Futrell, F. M., Res, 1607
Harrison.
Like other commodities, telephoas
istes 
value.
service shouldbe paid according to
We have in the city about 2,8o0
subscribers or five times as many as
the Ind pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same tate the Independent Co. is-
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people fom your home. Call











PRIVATE A MB U LANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.OPEN DAI AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.






home. She was greatly beloved by
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
WelMake Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, Fia Paducah, Ky.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••imio••••••06.0.0.
1 We are now in a positipn to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thin sav;ng you themiddleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by Paducahworkmen, and strictly guaranteed.








Raker of These Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Man-
ufacture.
- -
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
tioh." said the artificial leg maktr. "It
to a beauty, though, isn't it. I venture to
nay there isn't another ote in Pt/rad-el-
phia like it, on or off, and it's as light
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg in the air. He was,fat
.and smiling, and he sooke with an hid is-
tinouishable foreign accent, and every
once in awhile his face Learned with en-
theslasm.
-They all come to Philadelphia for
nntltemotoo," he continued. "'Were cue-
ton-iers from all over Europe. Asia and
Africa. There; are lots of leg makers
In the city—at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg mak-
ers at all they're harness makers."
The august Philadelphia leg mater,
purveyer to ktoer, cueeas and govern-
ment °Metals, teelt a little time to show
the specimens around the room. They
-were fat and thin,. long and short, grace-
ful and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in censers, accumulating the
'dust of ages; others huag aloft on racks.
eo light and airy that they were wafted
to and fro in the breeze.
"You see." Continued the leg maker.
"'we know how to da things now. . •
got the set tot all right. First the • ohne
down the willow tree; then ye
the legs It takes a heap of . '•
leather to put the teedons in the rip;' ,
piate. Sce teat spring In the ankles":
That's le by the leather tendons.
If you Fau • one on a man you null
sot tel the deTcrenee. Then the
isbole thin Is covered over with flue
Oink enamel. Loon - natural enoogh,
don't it" it this juncture a rap came
at the t - ee and a big man, six feet
fore, welehing nee-ly 300 pounces. en-
tered. He looked entillegly conneals-
Ant as be lighted a cigarette and shook
hands with the lee maker.
"Can you noh an order for me,
double quick?" ee neked. "I've come
• -through a tough font." he went co.
"You know I aiways travel with a
bunch of logs and eornine up this way
from New Orleans r ,s Pullman car
was burned and all foe: of my legs
-were lost. ^- t'e ene I hod
on, and now you ve est to get to walk
to make another set for me doeble
-quick:* With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
measured.
"Do you know who he is?" quee-
tioned he eof the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
Is the sou of one of tee richest women
In the lenited States. He lost his le,e
• through disease, and he always comes
to Philadelphia to have his sets made.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around in, but
he's got fine leather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go in on such a
wholesale plan?" was queried of the
lee makes.
"Heaps of them," he replied. lacon-
ically. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'ern. There's one young
man In this city who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the beet
dancer of Irish jigs in the town He
was a good dancer before he lost his
leg, and be's all right yet. No; we
have no latly attendants. We ought
to have, though. What's the reason?
fib, he;etuse there is not one woman
in Philadelphia that I can find who
'knows the trade. Pity, too, because
there's money in it. A good leg maker
-ought to make at least $25 per week.
"There are six or seven men in pub-
lic life well known, who wear ari1-
flr;a1 limbs. None but their intimate
friends and families know it. however.
One young lady in Philadelphia vino
led a number of dances last winter
has an artificial leg. It is easy to
waltz with one after you learn bow to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as a fine carpen or,
doing up banks and public buildings,
and one day I went into a place in New
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend In distress. The maker was a
doctor, 'strange to say. He sized me
up and I sized him up, and in a short
time I was under contract to work
for him. They can't steal our patents,
either, for it's as hard to make an ar-
tificial limb without years of learning
—writ weeld be itto norne *where,
to produce a Stradivarius."
The Emir's Capital.
It is reported that the emir of Af-
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way in which
the present emir and his immediette
predecessor have been manufacturing
inns and machinery the country
around Kabul has been denuded to suc
h
an extent that fuel is now unobt
ain-
able. So great mire the straits to which
the emir is recrIlced by the want of
wood that It is imperative that a 
new
site should be obtained, and this will
probably be found in the wooded slopes
of the mountains farther north.
Some Other Rascal.
"Well, Jones, did you get the ate
pointment?"
"No, sir, they appointed some othell
rascal in my place."—Tit-Bits.
A Definition.
"Pa, what is experience?"
"Experience, my son, Is the corn-





One Noble Lord Who Was a Street ROW
Scavenger, Another a,
Waiter.
There is an old Venetian adage
which says: "Conte che non coma
non coatis uisnte" (A count who
doesn't count (money) doesn't count
for anything). And this cynical propo-
sition represents fairly well the senti-
ment of the modern Italian.
In that cow. ry the general feeling
toward the MIA, aristocracy is, I will
not say one of contempt, but at best
of utter indiffe -ence. The leaser sort
of titles are re,,erded as almost value-
tem, even by I teir possessors. And
now a new and rising aristocracy, sup-
plied from the ranks of industry and
commerce, are iiispiacing the families
of ancient and resounding name, the
members of which fall into obscurity
and at times trio fulfilling the most
menial offices.
heve knownanies ef a, noble lord
who followed C.. interesting °coup&
Uon of a, street 34:stronger. In a cafe
in a certain Ito ..n town I was habit-
ually eereed be a titer with the title
of count and a lame remota in Vene-
tian history. And I am personally ac-
quainted with a lord of ancient line-
age whose title descended from • fa-
ther engaged in the avocation of rail-
way porter.
In general the aristocracy of Italy
are miserably poor. They make a
brave show, but behind the splendor
of personal trappings and adornments
there is often the shadow of bare
dwellings and empty cupboards. This,
In Italy, is possible and easy, for in
that country life is passed in the sun
ind air, and the obligations of hos-
are mods less stringent than
tn nIngland.
he gilded youth of Venice, who, in
the immaculate habiliments of a Beau
Brummel, and with airs of lords of
princioalities, swagger aoross the Piaz-
za San Marro, and set the hearts of fair
letters llutterirg wel their magnifi-
'fere and maj:_sty. eontrive to do all
this ea isornethiag like three francs a
!so.
n'ne ttrocet In the Corso or on
t! e P: "1.Z -Yry..• has a splendor lit-
tie 1- e nor to 'hose of the Champs
nlyrot -, or inoS .7‘ork, yet not a few
ti-e' lenge* ladies and gay cav-
aliers arf• 1 f'*.ler acquainted With the
calntul 'ep in:Les of an unsatisfied
eon-. •', ,een any British mechanic
regulesie cerniug his £2 a week.
ABOUT THE CHINESE WIFE.
thawAeringlet Constant aed Ateel-
tive to the Comfort of Her
Husband.
Chines,: wife is nearle always
constant, chazte and affectionate.. Chi-
nese stories like to Gwen on the love
of women that has no limit. This, says
the Pilgrim, Is why widowhood is
revered and suicide, on the part of
the bereaved woman, is not condemned
in the old classics. It is because of
this general acknowledgment of the
unwavering constancy of wives that
the fickle woman is held up to scath
ing satire in their plays and proverbs
It is from a Chinese story that Vol-
taire drew his inspiration for the tale
of the woman who promised her hus-
band on his death-bed that she would
not marry till his grave was dry, and
was found next day fanning the mound
to hasten the drying process.
Muth of this iseatantasent on the
part of the Chinese women may, no
doubt, arise from the common inter-
'est of the husband es& wife in the
growing family. You will often see
fathers wheelies baby carriages along
the streets, just as you may see old-
er sisters carrying Ilse little fellows
or mother taking them on a visit to
their neigitbor for a mutual compari-
son of baby silmente and engaging
traits Until his school days begin
the little bey doe/ *scut as be pleases.
but as soon as hie leys of study begin
he is put under very strict diaciplitie.
Girl babies are less welcome arrivals
In a family than their little brothers.
especially if there be several of them
already. Among very poor people in
times of fam'ne, girte are sometimes
sold info slavery by their parents. both
to rescue the rest of the family and
the girls themselves from starvation.
The lot of the slave girl is • hart
one. She has none of the rights of a
free woman. But It cught to be added
that the Chinese look -op this custom
with great disfavor. A slave owner
Is nearly always a thoroughly hate
d
Individual in the community.
Webster as a Kelp Gatherer.
It die not take Webster long t
o dis-
cover the ?elite et-lealp Or.aeaWanillia_
fertilizer. He carted tons of it upon his
exhausted land. In addition, he
mannred his land heavily, ke e
ven
spread menhaden on acme portions of
the farm/ He was, in fine, a scientific
farmer who was constantly experiment-
ing with soli, fertilizers and the succes-
sion of crops. He wrote to his overseer
frequently from Washington, planning
the care of the soil and the crops. dis-
cussing the best treatment for different
portions of the farm In the light of put
,xpellence. For exemple, in one letter
he said: "We have made some mis-
takes, but must hope to grow wiser.
Never again sow small grains en long
manure'. Put that down as one maxim."
—Country Life Lit America,
John Brown Cottonwood.
One dae In 1857, John Brown, the fa-
mous abolitionist, rode up to the Ben-
ton place near Effingham, Atchison
county, and dismounted. He carried in
his hand &switch which he had cut from
a cottonwood tree. This he tossed aside,
and later eirs. Benton stuck it In the-
ground at the hack door of her MTN
house. It took root and grew. His teoW
a huge tree, and is kilown in the neigh-
borhood as "the John Brown cotton-
Wood." „
He Once Introduced Mark
Twain at a Banquet in
London.
Among the many people entertained
by Sir Henry Irving during his les-
seeship of the Lyceum was Mark
Wain. Irving gave him a banquet In
'the greenrooni after a perfermance on(
night, with a distinguished company
I present, says the Brooklyn Citizen.When Sir Irving aroseto propose the
I guest's health, the humorist's name es
taped him completelY and the WPM
was something like this, but Uhl read-
er moat imagine the high and petal
tones of the actor:
"Gentlemen—I rise to pefform a
very agreeable duty—a most important
and pleasurable honor (mental aside:
'What is that name?') We have With
us to-night as our guest the most dis-
tinguished of our compatriots from
egress the water (I'd give to-night's
receipts if I could think who the devil
be Ii).—a, man whom yOtt all know and
love. (Ha! ha! )—a man whose genial
humor, whose delicate satire has
amused and entertained two hemis-
pheres ('Drat my memory!')--o man
whose name is a household word
wherever the English language is spok-
en ('except to me!')—a man in a, word
who is the laughing link which blade
England and America closer than any
international treaty can do. I propose
the health—of—of this man—I propose
the health—of—this man—I propose
the health of—of—(in a sudden burst
of menemonic discovery)--of Samuel
Mark Twain!"
Which is on a par with Sir Henry',
memorable reference to a farra0111
American comedian as "our little
friend, Nato Goodwin."
WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES
Soldier of Ancient Date Always
Tided Silver Bullets to
Shoot Them.
In witchcraft lore silver seems to
have been credited with great power
to disperse evil spirits, says the Phil
adeletie Record. In an old book on
the subject one reads of a "vallie,nt
Souldier who had skil in Necromancy,"
and who always wed "silver bullets
to shoot away the witches." The evi-
dences of such superstition are brought
directly to the modern eye through the
discovery made by a Pennsylvania
farmer.
Mr. Veddennan is interested in cu-
rios, and purchased recently an old
eespInsket at a farmhouee sale. From its
appearance the weapon antedates the
revolution. It was In a deplorable
state of rust, and in cleaning it the
new owner discovered that it was
loaded.
He 4ully withdrew the charge,
and to 'tie enrprise S'ound instead of
bullets, two silver shilinigs, dated 1781
tightly r. aided with leavee of a Bible
of 'melee: print. Beneath the coin,
was a fl L/11 lock of hair and a piece
of paper containing an illegible quo-
Mon. The gunpowder was coarse and
undoubtedly of colonial manufacture
The whole looks .ery much like a
charmed charge, eensulated to demol-




Arrangement by Which the Task Is
Rendered Comparatively
Basy.
My companion was set at tying the
legs of the deer toge.zer, while I cut
down a birch sapling :ne three inches
In diameter and aka:. 1en feet In tensile
writes John Boyd, in lioneation.
A birch tree was chosen because it is
clean and springy, and being tough
grained a lesser size can be used than
would be necessary with some other ,e
rictus, the extra weight of which codisl
for much on a long carry.
This completed, the pole was pushed
between the legs, now tied together et
the knee joints, and the head of the ani-
mal secured by rope close up to the car
rying pole.
It lean advantage to get the animal in
as compact a mass as possible, for In go-
ing through dense bush every additional
foot of burden you have to push and
guide through the maze of branches the
harder it will be on the carriers; and II
the body of the deer is well lashed to the
pole and as Close up to it,as possiole the
less strain there will be when you get
Into step In the open or when climbing
over obsteumions, getting up or down
hills, or crossing streams on a fallen
tree. it Is in such places that the pen.
dulum-like moth i Itecou'ett a nuisance;
hot whicAlaseaililLOI_CLOuleitis0.1ria
that the animal is bound close to the car-
rying pole.
Holland Smoking Society
A parliament of smokers which was
orgaeized at Laeken, in Ho:fante ty a
society which calls Itself the \learner!).
Pijpenrookers, has ended In the vic-
tory et' one Frank Kos In tho principal
cont(ist.Kos established a record of
keeping his pipe alight for three hours
and eeven minutes without asking for
second match. The second in tills
competition wee a o.an named Mer-
tens, who kept his alight for two hours
and 53 oil-lutes, and the ies:rd was on
I Bruyneel, who smoked without a breakfor two hoe.' and three-gtotrtera.
i
London's Trading Square.
I The city of London, the mile square
Inuctelpallly In which the bulk of Lon-
eon's financial and wholesale business
1 is done, is likely soon to suppress all
. kinds of street trading.
I "Calm" Policemen.
The Parisian municipal committees
who visited Lotidon to sently were
prineioally stourk in the English capi-
tal by "Me Win et Ube gOlieeinggh" .
".".,teverestriteter- •
WINTER FLOWER HUNTING. F
RANKLIN WAS HONORED.
One of the Most Delightful Please , 
The Famous American Philosopher
Was the Rage of the French
urea of the Changing
Seasons.
It would be well for one who has ,
never studied vegetation in winter I.
begin hfardid-weather rambles in No'
vember. At that season, writes Frani
Prezi* hi "A W6iter Bouquet."11
Century, in sheltered place/ an occai
atonal leaf will cliag to the stein, fur
nishing the key to identification, I;
he does not readily recognise his com-
panions of the summer. He will find
the witch hazel, latest flower of the
year, flaunting its belated blossonm in
freakish abandon among its sear and
yellow leaves, while its mimic artil-
lery bombards the surrounding thicket
with polished seeds, the fruitage of
a year alp.
Be will find the stone walls decked
with clustered whorls of the long,
fuzzy seed tails of wild elematic. As-
ters will hold up their puffballs of
downy seeds by the roadside, invitine
the wind to watt them to fresh fields
and pastures new. The goldenrod will
be shorn of her - hoyden of yellow
tresses, sad will stand chastened and
penitent in tassels sad gringos of gray,
exhibiting throughout the winter.
quality of beauty which she did not
possess before.
Even after the blizzards of Febrnaro
have howled over the marshee he will
find them fringed 'with midges end
studded with cattails, still proudly
erect The low-lying thickets will be
wreathed with the vlae and decked
with the bronze-yolk)* aged pods ol
the yam. The dark blue fruit of the
carrion flower will mingle with the
red berries cf the black alder. So on
to the warm March day when the
skunk cabbage thaws Its pathway up
through the frozen ground, nature will
yield abundant satisfaction to his eras,-
nig for the wonderful and beautiful.
The pillared aisles of the winter for-
est will be to him as v.orthy a temple
as the green wood. Its everebengieg
vistas will beckon him on to fresh die.
co•erlcs, and will stir his being with
vague sentiment of eopectation
aud Lope which alone renders lUe
worth living.
On the other head. be who sits
gicomy and sluegieh in the inglenooe,
razing throtosh a frosted window upon
his buried garden, feeling that winte
r
bi dismal and -nature dead, will mis
s
tee keenest, most chaste arid renne
 1
pnasure which the changizos &case. s
hold.
VAR:STIES OF TRUrFLES.
The Violet Is Most Xtighly Esteemed
and the Summer Moot
Common.
Of varieties we may merlon. first.
the violet trouffie, which aLonods in
Perigcrd and Provence, says American
Homes and Gardens. ft is covere
d
with polygonal warts and often marked
with rusty spots. Its weight usuall
y
ranges from CO to 100 grams (two to
Ste ouncts), though specimens we
igh-
ing 500 grams (more than a pound)
are 'sometimes found. At 
maturity.which it reaches in late aatunin or
winter, ite flesh is black with a teddish
or violet sheen. He agreeable. favor
and delicate odor make it the most
highly esteemed of all varieties.
The black truffle. smaller than the
preceding, and of varleble size, is
found about tour inches beloir the star
face of the ground. its flesh le gray
or tester, marked with light red spots
at maturity. It is not th very grea
t
demand, because of las musky odor.
The St. John's or summer truffle is
gathered in July or in October. The
tubers of this species are rounded, and
have a brownish black skin and large
polrgonial warts, striped tranaveosely.
The flesh, nearly white at first, be
-
comes, on ripening, a clay yellow or
light brownish bleier. The summer
truMe is found everywbere he the for-
ests of central and southern Fra
nce,
growing under born beams, bitches
and hazel bushes. Though its rathe
r
coarse, onionlike odor lessens its value,
it is almost the only variety see
n in
the markets of England. Germany 
and
Piedmont.
The truffle, known as the "grease
fouine," or "pi•.chfork." somewhat re.
semBres The $t. John's- trtrille-,---hite
distinguished from It by the smallness
of its warts, its moderate Fuze, 
rough
black skin and - dark, tawny gray
flesh, marked with fine black lines ant
i
usually by a broad cleft near the base
Another wild species which is still
sold is the musk truffle, known in
Provence by the name of "ealliette
The remaining wild species, eeich
are included under the general d
esig-
nation of "dog's nose," becanee of their
resemblance to the muzzle of that
eseful quadruped, possess no gastro-
nomic importance.
Mountain Sheep Secsone Tame.
Mountain ebeep to the vicinity of W,
F. Givens' ranch are becoming 
very
tame. Mr. Givens, who is a special
game warden, says that .nearly ever
y
morning six or eight of these animals
gather sproune his %Rues tO b$ fed
There are betweesi end fie sheep 
in
Use flock, but only iS'few of them 
have
become tame. This la the largest flock
sf tb.c asotnale in the state as far U
Repubecau,
Court.
Franklin became the fashion of the
season. For the court itself dabbled
a little in liberal ideas, wrote John
Hay, In "Franklin in France" in OWle
tarry. Se powerful wan the vast lin-
pulse of free thought that then MIS
enced the mind of France—that sus
ceptible French mind that always au
ewers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human aspiration—that
even the highest classes had caught
the infection of liberalism. They
handled the momentous words Liberty
and Human Rights in their dainty
way, as If they were only a, new game
for their amusement, not knowing
what was to them the terrible import
of those words. It became very tench
the accepted thing at court to rave
about rranklin. The young and love-
ly queen, Marie Antoinette, was Most
winning and gracious toward him.
The languid courtiers crammed
natural scheme to talk with him. The
small wits who knew a little Greek
called him Solon and Aristides and
Phoclon.
It is sad to think of the utter on
oonscioneneas of these amiable aristo-
crats. They never driveled that this
man Franklin was a portent and a
prophet to them. He was incarnate
democracy, and they petted him.
They never imagined that in showering
their good-natured homage upon this
austere republican they were sowing
the Wind which would ripen In an aw
-
ful harvest of whirlwinds. Later,
when the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyond the frisky stage of their de
velopment, the queen lamented bitter
ly the folly of these ovations to the
great democrat. There was one saga-
cious head that was wisely shaken
Over these indiscretions while they
!Wei. Josepe 11., emperor of Au*
trla, brother to the queen, who
in Paris on his travel, and who
as much of a democrat himself as an
emperor can be, when his sister re-
buked his coolness on the Amcnsan
question, replied: "Nlionern, the traie
I live by is that of a et yalist."
Court incense could not turn the
philosophic head any raore then the
loud acclaim of the people. Wh
Franklin found 1.1.msell the honored
guest of royalty, es tlauaghts reverted
to those faraway days of his boyhood
when his father used to quote to 'him
In the old candle shop at ho tea, the
words of the wise man, "Scent thou a
man diligent in his businets? lie shall
stand before Lino." The old- rage
heard the echo of that patornol vow(
resounding over half a century. and a
new and strange light as cf prophecy
illumined the immortal
worda. Surely no man ever lived more
diligent in his besiness. Be ly no
man ever stood, with more Of the in





New York Tailor Tells Why Good
Clothes Are Not to Often
Seen.
---
--acre are fewer well dressed met.
in Brcaolway at the present time than
I hays known for immoral years," said
an tiptoe' tallest. reports the Bun. -Al
the same time there are Moro well
dressed me i in New York now than
ever, because there are more men here
than ever, but the good dressers are
not on street parade.
"Yoe find them at the clubs, at the
places of amusement. The day of the
Broadway dandy has Passed. though
If you doubt this take a stroll through
Broadway on any afternoon when the
weather man haa made good on his
torecast for fair weather.
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off more
welt dressed men than any other city
In this country there was more leisure
in New York. The New Yorker of to-
day is too much engrossed with his
business to idle in front of the hotels
or on the corners.
"When he is at business he appears
in business attire. When he quite
business he disappears from the street
and comes out in proper attire elan
Warr igterin-the they.
"Another reason why you notice
fewer of the well dressed now than
foreterly is that the turnout in the
street is more mixed. We have men
from all parts of the country. They
are var.ou3ly arrayed. Every style is
seen, and in the crush the well dreamed
man is not as conspicuous as he Med,
to be
"At the time when Broadway hag
the reputation of showing off no mane
of 'the properly attired the good, dress-
ers had it ell their own way. In that





Not a drink, but a seasonable prige• I
&ration especially adapted for cough*
and colds accompanied by fever as is
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.




Jackson Sta. phone apt
& Clay Sta.. phone 911.
Dr. Sidney Smith
No Danger.
"Now, Mr. Newoegne," the vestry-.
man, who was decletedly lo' "church,"
said to the new 'rector, "thereesi out
thing we demise, of our recast.; there
must be no stirpliee here—" Warren & Wanyst
"Surplus'!" Interrupted the Rev. Mr. 
.
Newt:tome, "there's no danger of that Plewelen.
on the Atari you pay—Philadelphia 403IBroadway:-
DENTIST.





Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF
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In connection with eis best Pow.
tam n service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine Sae of
Candy
and IWO continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for maga&









Will bring pleasure 4.4, your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing













RUNG BY BREEZES. PROTECT BREEDING BIRDS.
BELLS OP GLASS AND METAL
HAKE SWEET MUSIC.
Range in Price from Twenty-Five
Cents to Two Hundred Dol-
hull—Where They Are
Used.
The wind bell, as its name implies,
is made to ring by the action of the
wind. In fact the wind bell is not a
bell at all, strictly speaking, but a
contrivance composed of a number of
pendants suspended in a circle from
• ring and hung close together so that
they will come into contact and pro-
duce sounds when swayed LI the
winds.
Some wind bells produce sounds that
are very pleasing and musical. Some
are made with glass pendants some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and vary simple in construction,
others are large and massive and
elaborate.
Wind bells range in price from 25
cents to $200. The original home of
the wind bell is Japan.
In its simplest form the wind bell is
composed of a number of narrow
strips of glass, perhaps six inches in
length, suspended lengthwise from a
wire ring about two inches In diam-
eter. Within the circle formed by the
strips thus suspended is hung by one
oeroer a little square piece of glees
half way down the length of the long
strips, the strips and the square piece
being ornamented with various Japan-
ese characters and designs. This Wind
bell may be bring up wherever • breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
oontact with ens another Led with the
Square suspended among them.
But slightly more expensive than
this simplest form of wind bell are
others of glass, with pendants of dif-
ferent lengths, and with a amber of
squares of different sties, such a wind
bell producing a greater variety of
tones.
Another ineopeasive sort of wind
bell has a number of very small bell
shaped metal objects suspended on a
cord at different heights, with a cor-
responding number of little glass balls
hanging from cords, to come into con-
tact with the metal objects when the
bell is swayed by the wind.
Still another not costly form of wind
bell hie for pendants • nom bee of
various!) colored leaf shaped pieces
of metal, metallic leaves of various
forms and sizes, suspended around
from a ring by cords. The wind blows
these leaves together, producing—the
leaves being of different sizes and
thicknesses—• variety of musical
tones.
A metallic wind bell that sails for
136 and occupies vertically a epees of
about three feet has, suspended around
from a ring about a foot in diameter.
a number of pendants, each composed
of several curious metal objects strung
on. below the other. Below this eircle
of pendants; Lad luuming from the
meter of the support of the bell is a
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal,
the lantern being about a foot is
height
A larger wind bell of metal, one that
sells for $75, has no lantern. but a
bigger hoop and longer and larger and
more numerous peirdants, each corn-
postal of several metal objects at-
tached one below the other.
A strange, If not grotesque, wind
of metal, one that sells for 1200.
has for a top piece a gond metal con-
struction two feet or more In diameter
sad shaped like a great shallow howl,
aid here hanging loverted and with
the pendants banging three feet qr
more in length &mond troll) its outer
edge. The pendaOts at this goat wind
hell, each comPtiefq * a eurneer of
oddly shaped objects suspc.sied one
below the other acing It. vary In
lengtin and at the enti of a numner
of the perelatits hang odd small b.sns
with tongues.
Wind 'tells in Over lees exoensive
and more familiar forms are Wing or
porches In summer, where the Lreeztra
can play with them and matte teem
tinkle or produce their musical
sounis. In winter such wind bells
may be hung at window, more or less
likely to be opened at the top, where
the wind can strike them.
That wind bell of metal with the
lantern hanging below it would prob-
ably be hung in a hail, where It would
be "minded when the door was opened.
--The-Fleat etlittl_bell_wodtl. in Japan,
be hung In some temple's grounds,
and piobably near the gate. Here It
would be hung In a garden.
Clancy's Horse in a B-ace.
A noted man in Springfield was Mi-
chael Clancy, a contractor, who had be-
come rich. He bought a string of horses
and entered them for the Saratoga meet,
He raced his horses for the fun of it,
and rarely bet. One day he had a horse
entered that seemed to have so excel-
lent a chance to win that he bet ten dol-
lars on it.
When the horses get sway Clatter
stood in the grand stand watching them
through his field glasses. Borne of his
friends, knowing of the ten dollar be,
crowded about and began to joke him.
"Where's your horse now?" Clancy
was Baked.
Clancy surveyed the field carefully.
"I can't quite make out," he replied,
"whether he Is last in the third race or
first in the fourth."—Boston Herald.
Ohscrvant Youth.
"Say, Boo- said the small girl to the
small boy, se at are relations?"
"Relations." was the answer, "are
folks that keep mother working so bard
for fear they'll come arourd on a tour of
inspection end say she isn't a good
too.. • - non.; One
Reservations Established by Presi-
dent's Order in Three
Locations.
Executive orders creating three new
reservations for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed by President Roosevelt October
10. The names and locations of these
reservations are as follows:
The "Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
embracing all of the unsurveyed islands
of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
Islands rit the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on
the south of Isle Royal, in Lake Superior,
bitch. This reservation embraces sec-
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, in
township 64 north, range 6 west. Upon
these islands between 6.000 and 10.1ce0
herring guile breed annually, besides a
aumlor of other species not nearly so
tittineroue, It is the largestiodonitiot
important herring gull colony within
the limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation," em-
Huron Islands group lying near the
Huron islands group, lying near the
'south shore of Lake Superior and em-
bracing sections 26, 27, 34 and 35, in
township E3 north, range 29 west, Mich-
igan. Some 1,500 gulls, together with a
number of other water birds, breed upon
these Islands annually,
1 The "Passage Key reservation." em-
bracing an island near the mouth of
Tampa bay, on the west coast of Florida,
known as Passage Key, end situated in
section 6, township 34 south, range 16
east. Thousands of handsome terns
have bred upon this little key annually
ever since the Timid& coast was first ex-
plored, but during the past year the egg
bunters made regular tripe to the Island,
and each time not only plundered the
nests of the fresh eggs, but also de-
stroyed all eggs partially Incubated
and unfit for use. This action prom-
ised annihilation of the colony within
a year or two. At the time the egg hunt-
ing was most active other parties in-
augurated a movement to secure title
to the island for resort purposes. This
effort, if it bad been successful, would
have moulted In a destruction of the
breeding colony, as complete and al-
most as soon as the egg hunitaeokkwould
have accomplished that end, at the
creation of the reservation is said to be
extremely opportune
The National Association of Audubon
Societies has placed wardens in charge
of each of these reservations, and the
slaughter of the birds and plundering of
their nests ha• beet stopped.
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
Kainy Family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment Houses of New
York City.
"No postmen the country over see so
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force," 'aid the man
In the gray uniform, as he lighted a com-
forting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house room, every cranny In
a furnished room house, and even the
best of apartment-houses conceals
some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
place to hide yourself In, and then so
many young men and women coming
bere in search of fine positions or ca-
reers meet with discouragement. With
those people, a letter may mean hope or
life itself.
"In flats and apartment houton where
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail, or in a boarding-house where it
passes through the hands of servants.
you can see women in all styles of neg-
ligee costumes, hanging over the bal.
ustradce. their eyes just begging for a
letter.
"One woman In particular I remem-
ber. She lived in a fiat four flights up,
and morning after morning I would
find her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me.. She watched me hun-
grily as I distributed the mail to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
:ter, and she never told Ine bet story,
but somehow you could read it in her
face, which grew thinner every day.
,t ills1 I brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she locket)
at it? Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
little faint. after une scream of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
"Theo there was n nice little girl who
watched for me every delivery last sum-
mer She'd always ask: 'Anything foe
mamma to-day?' and when I'd shake
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
janitor told, me about them. The hus-
band  had Tieserted them—and in the
en as tliti wuniar -wati ---ther
city had to take care of them. It makes
me tired to think of that Mee, bright lit-
tle thing being in an orphanage."
An Ingenious Policeman.
Many tales have been told of the
"finest," but the ingenuity of a Newark
cop on trial for 'legato. et duty is hard
to beat.
A jewelry shop had •been entered and
a tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took place between
the police coma:11811101-er and the ac-
cused: y
didn't sou see the man?"
"I did see him, your honor, and asked
lora what he was tiolsg hanging
around."
"What did he say?"
"He said he was lookin' into the lora-
tion, as he was goin' in for jewelry him-
self."
"Well-, he did. He robbed the store."
"Well, your honor, even If he was a
thief, be was no liar."— N. Y. elan.
, lea dem Life.
She---Is it true that your brother is go-
ing to remarry his divorced wife?
He--Yes. Me became so well ac-
quainted with her during the divorce
trial that he fell In love with her.—
k liegcnie inatttsr,
THE BARKING Of A MOUSE.
AWAKENED BY THE KAISER
Question Propounded by Naturalist
Who Heard Something Emperor William's Descent Inpen •
Singular.
A mow* began to make a disturb.
Juice in the paper track at my desk the
other night, just as my wife and I set-
tled down after eupper to read, says
a writer In Forest and Stream. He
was a new arrival from some neigh-
boring barn. They have found a way
Into my study up thruugh the sheath-
nag of the sliding door. Mrs. A. Is very
Itender-hearted with all living things
except such small deer as interfere
with her housekeeping. These she
persecutes relentlessly. Her mouse-
tiap was forthcoming at once, and,
baited with a little cheese, was slid
Under the desk. It is one of these dia-
bolical contrivances which smash a
wire loop down on the Tictial.
It was only a few moments tiff we
beard Its vicious click. Immediately
afterward I beard distinctly a series
at rapid aspirated squeaks which made
me hustle the trap out In haste to re-
lieve the sufferer. Knowing how dead-
ly the trap is, I was surprised at hear
tag any sound. I was even- more at
%hen I saw that the little victim had
teen caught by the descending striker
square across the back on the lungs
Its heart was still fluttering, but it
seemed to me impossible for it to have
drawn breath enough to make any
bend whatever.
Then I remembered that the squeak1
were more like barks of fright than




During the lest maneuvers of the
German army the kaiser rose 0113
morning at daybreak in order to get
a general Impression of the disposition
of his troops. So, followed by his en-
tire staff, he made for a distarat hill
that cc ramanded an extensive vie'', re-
totes the London Chronicle. Thera
was a village on the hill, and the clat-
tering of the horses' hoofs on the cob-
bles brought most of the inhabitante
to their windows. The Ike person
who slept through the din as a deaf
old chemist, whose flat-roofed resi-
dence was perched right on the sum-
mit. The roof was She very place for
the emperor. So be called a halt, and
one of /I:al:Matt was sent to claim ad-
mission The officer knocked and
knoeaed, but in vain. At the third on-
slaught, however, steps d were heard
descending the stairs, and the voice of
the old chemist demanded: "What silly
fool is that?" The staff contained its
laughter, for the emperor had heard.
But without showing any sign of an-
noyance his majesty uttered the one
word, "Wilhelm!" 'Wilhelm who?"
demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
Hohenzollern!" thundered the emper-
or. The shivering chemist, covered
With confusion, flung open the door,
doubtless expecting the German equiv-
alent to Siberia, but the emperor
strode past him without even Vein,
Ugly, therefore, I set the trap again, • tam a look. When he was leaving
Ito see if there was 'a companion, however, he called the man to his
Within Ave Dilutes It nailed another horse's head and planed in his hand
There was no sound this time except the largest coin which bears the in-
that of the trap. Both were immature penal likeness. "There!" he said,
females. What I wish to know is, did •Itocept this portrait of a silly fool!"
Na 2 bark when No. 1 was caught?
Do mice ever exhibit fright and sur-
prise by whistling or barking?
NEW YORK CABBAGE HEADS
Seed from the Empire State Produce
the Most of Those Grown
Abroad.
Cabbage beads are mostly New York-
ers—at least the vegetable variety in
seed form. From the summer land of
California come the flower seeds,
There are more than 600 seed farms
In the United States devoted to thej
production of vegetable, field crop and
flower seeds, some as large as 1,006
acres. To scientific methods in seed
growing Is credited much of the Im-
provement accomblished in many eco-
nomic and ornamental plants, the most
careful selecones being made from
year to year to the mother plants for
the next year. Immense quantities of
farm and garden seeds are sent to
Europe, and fitrensely few, slut as
fancy grass seeds, are Imported there.
from. Of clover and grass seeds hun-
dreds of tons are annually exported,
Yankee clover being In especial de-
mand abroad. In most European coun-
tries are seed control stations, where
seeds are tested by simple, interesting
methods, much of It done by young
girls. There are 40 stations in Ger-
many, which have created such a sen-
timent for pure seeds Instead of adul-
terated that the hest dealers gladly
suomit samples of their merchandise
f6r proof of quality and guarantees.
The department of agriculture in Tan-
keeland purposes to establish a sim-
ilar system If congress can be per-
suaded to enact the requisite legisla-
tion.
AS GEOGRAPHY IS LEARNED
Illustrated in the Lesson Answers of
a Young Expert in the
Study.
Little Rob was the prize geographer
of his class; that is, he could locate
cities and boand countries with great
glibness, says Success Magazine. H.
could draw the most realistic maps,
printing in the rivers, mountain ranges
ann cross from memory. Rob consin-
ered geography purely in the light of a
game, in which be always beat, bot
he never associated it with the great
world aoout him. Rivers, to him, were
no more than black, wiggly lines;
cities were dots, and states were blots.
New York was green, Pennsylvania
was red and California was yellow. Of
course Rob had never traveled. He
was born in a canyon near the coun-
try school he attended. One day the
teacher made the discovery of Rob's
Idea of geography through the follow-
olneident. After. ealnle luguirtnit
of several of the children where Brit-
ish Columbia is located, she called on
Rob, who, as usual, was waving his
hand excitedly, wild with the enthu-
siasm of pent-up knowledge.
"It is on page 68," he declared.
After the roar had subsided, the
teacher explained that that was only
a picture of British Columbia. Then
she asked Rob to bound British Co.
Jumble.
"Can't, teacher; it is all over the
page."
National Time.
Americans get their correct time from
a little room in the Naval observatory,
Located on Georgetown heights, in the
suburbs of Washington. The observa-
tory was originally intended to detect
errors In ship chronometers and to reg-
ulate them properly. This work cOnsta
Lutes one department at the institution,
but perhaps its Most important funo-
tion in that of being the nation's tin*
keeper.
Mosquito-Killing Irish.
Horne very small West Inditin fish,
locally known as "millions," are thriv-
ing in the Zoological Gardens, London.
Barbadoes is the home of this species,
and rt is suggested that the immtlnity
of tbet Wand from the malarial yrs-
4, y • i...f e.
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
Kan Who Are Selected toynhe
Shooting Are More or 
Le 
Affected.
The ceremony of disposing of • con-
demned spy inahe English army always
follows a definite precedent, says the
New York Herald. The unfortunate
man is surrounded by a detachment of
infantry, and, after he is provided with
a pick and shovel, he is marched off to
a selected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This done, the tools are
token from him and his eyes are ban-
daged. The attending chaplain reads
portions selected from the burial serv-
ice and from the ranks of the escort 12
men are selected at random by the of-
ficer in charge. These men, having
Mocked their own rifles, are led to where
12 other rifles are-awaiting them, six of
which are loaded with blank cartridges.
One of these is banded to each man, so
that no one knows whether the rifle he
holds contains a bullet or not and DODO
can say for certain that the shot fired by
him killed the prisoner. The firing par-
ty then marches to an appointed poet-
tion. The commands "Present!"
"Fire!" are given and almost before
the last word rings out the volley is
fired and the spy falls into the grave
he has dug. Nearly every man Is more
o- less affected on being selected to
form one of the firing party and many
men have been known to faint away on
being singled out, while others are so
overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
the triggers of their rifles,
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
Doe. Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
But His Services Are
Invaluable.
Some idea of the "general utility"
Services of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
made by Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of
the Russian army, as reported by Rich-
ard Henry Little, war correspondent In
the far east in his article —Loalln.
Round' with the Engineers" in the
Technical World Magazine. •
"We bays not done the things a hich
bring to one the St. George cross or even
the Stanislaus and puts our names in
the paper and brings the message from
his majesty," said the little captain. as
he came back to me black with powder.
"We have not charged the enemy or
captured many guns or saved the posi-
tion. We have but made a road over the
mountain. .That is art Yet five men,
they are dead; six are wounded. We
have not fought a battle, yet still, it was
not the childn play, and some day when
the grand battle it In raging, and they,
the Japanese. are pressing hard down
that valley over t' no and it is wanted
to save the day ' oat many troops and
Many -inns b. ouriliecni fltit poifflaa
over there nt oe head of the valley, then
this road have builded will save the
day becaose it Is the straight line and
will be wide and smooth. What say you,
my friend?"
Domestic Revolution in India.
Within a few weeks a son of Keshub
Chunder See the famous organizer of
The Brahmo Soma, of India, bas mar-
ried the widowed daughter of a rajah.
That is an extraordinary rebellion
against an ancient rule in India, and
the beginning of a domestic revolution
Which has the support of many ad-
vanced Hindoos who do not themselves
Ws to more than Sperm, in its favor,
One on the Poet.
Mice Boy—There are two men out
there, sir, who west to see you; one
of them is a poet and the other a deaf
man.
Editor—Well. go out and tell the
poet that the deaf man Is the editor.—
Tit-Bits.
Where His Advantage Lay.
First Man—How do you do?
Second Man—Beg pardon, but you
have the advantage of me.
First Man—Yes, I guess I have. We
• .; - - to the corn" pis?, hut r.i
aa..4 • ^-41"#•wea t 111 1,#14211.02. _
RUSH TOWARDS CITY Lemon Ch 1 Tonic
13 A GENERAL T • NIC.
A CERTAIN CHI I CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
POPULATION OP RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
No Other State in the Utiles Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respect—Some of
the Causes.
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES
the census of 1E90. 'I hose counties,
which include one-half f the area of
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds ol
inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
larger ones. WO1
Essex county, in northern New York,
for inetanm desaped from 33,000 to
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAW
pracate in all courts of Kt,,•
tucky.
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coup-
Cy, in western New York, faasous for DR. W.
apples and mint, decline I from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hart times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in raral or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, tla .3 demand for
employment being decreased arid the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
Census,
The years between 1900 and 1905
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop-
ulation In interior counties would
cease, that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
Improved conditions would be reflected
to the census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
v.. ..1 the census of five years ago.
losond of this, however, the recent-
ly ssoupleted tatte census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer In-
habitants than they had five year*
ago. Some those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
tiie of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in (She-
mung in five years was 2,458, and in
ateuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in Ave
years allow at least very little gain.
One of these is Dutchess, which in-
cludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming countieg of the
state. rive years ago the population
was 81,670; thik year it is 81 689—a
gain of 19 persons,
Delaware coolity, the chief distinc-
tion at which is that it includes more
prohibition territory than any other
county in New, York, has increased
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during Ave
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
lost in population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego,
noted for starch and starch works;
Clinton, which includes the city of
Plattaburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, which
Includes the city of Ithaca; Ore"-
which Includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton In the Adirondacks, Fulton
and Madison counties in the interior,
and Wayne, which Increases its agri-
cultural I roducts every year, but con-
tinues to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has so
large a proportion of counties which
a..#3 falling behind in ptspulation at
New York, that Is, none of the target
states. Tne explanation of these
barges is found probably In the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing inter-
Aga
In five years Schenectady has
jnmped from 46,000 to 71,eb0 peptila
lion, Rockland from 3R,000 to 45%000.
Niagara from 74,001) to 84,000, and
Westchester from 184,000 to 228.000.
In 15 years the population of New
York has increased 21 per cent, yet
one-third of . the counties have fewer




Many a traveler, who ha.s looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this Just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
ila..wanted_La read, lititi.lit_roan_og
posits would perst3t in trying to talk
as tue train moved swiftly along.
After several brief ropliee the student
began to grow tired. "The grits% is very
green, isn't it?" said the woulebe con-
versationalist, pleasantly.
"YesS' said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be-
gan another chapter.
The Chugs.
"Jolla," asked Mrs. (7hugwater, "hot
do they work these voting machines?"
"They use one of the cranks that
ire always hanging around the pcilas
place," explaJoed Mr. Clisewater, with
some Irrttation.—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tall-brovved pro-
cessor, "are the principal Ity-prodirts
tf the steel indeetry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
twered the student from an Interior
ollage.—Chicago Daily News,
Husband's Recompense.
The Comanche Indians have a la* that
if a back runs away with another's squaw
the husband is to have all his property,




Office, 306 BroadwAy—Phone auv.
Residence, 8in Broadway.
Phone 24S.
J. b. Flournoy Cecil Read
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms ro, it and in, Columbia Bldg,
PADUC.AH„ KY,
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. ;liners & Rivers, isle
Nort Bsta Phone 355.
Residence roer Clay, Old Phone inoi
-•••••••••MIIN•••••.•
EXCURSION
St. Louie and Tennessee Rive/ Pa..
et company—the cheapest and heel
exeuraion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday p.
For other information apply to jou.





H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE rao NORTH FIFT111
TELEPHONES
Iltiskience ege Office 2s3
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.





ROOMS r, a and 3 Register BUJ&
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in ill the courts el th•
OW& Both *hones 31.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent
eor Fraternity Building. 
Old Phone 49$ Red; New Phone pl.
Paducaler Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
iso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phases mg
Office hours II to so a. nt, t to
p. in. and 7 to g p. rag-
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT..
Office and Residence, Robins 3 suds,,
C011**'11% attile7,7
Phalle 1041.--Red
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'ORKOOR,
LAWYEZ S.
OFFICES: Benton. K rear baulk
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone tra Oici Plums 34.h





We put only the
purest and freshest drugs,
and exactly the drugs
your doctor orders, into the pre-
scriptions you bring to us. We
never make mistakes-our pre-
scription clerks are too expert for
that. And we don't charge high
prices -far from it.
We carry many excellent pro-
pr*ItlSy medicines. Feeling
bilious or jaundi,ed? Suffering
from constipation, torpid liver,
Wet headaches? Try Roxan
Litter Salts.
This is the most isatiefactory
Liver-Remedy we've ever
handled, and we know its
formula. It stimulates
and regplates the action









W. S. ,I.ticYherton, Sole Agent
.••••••••••••••••••••••••
_WAN 
1.14A.NTED--:-For U. S. An'....
abtA ,t4• uamarried men between
a Ira jElkatnt 3s; citizens of thd
Stmosi of good character and
itnipilLie habits, who can speak, read
an/ trite English. For information
enply .to Recruiting offices, New








at very little above cost.
At housecleaning time. a
small can of paint will cover a
multitude of sins. This is
housecleaning time and we are
Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INC0iPORATED.





erts,iit private families. They pay
monthly ii advice. State cheapest
rate. VpV:sI Dvaughon Practical
Businesti Cb ege, 31434 Broadway,
phone ins%
Rooms for,i _retik 123 tiortk Sev-
i (nth, with belt and modern c mveni-
ernes. lort""•. •Li 
FOR '1T,-Fifteen acre "truck
patch," one-half mile from. Paducah,
for- eash or. on shares. C. C. Grass-
halts, Ttoeheart
•
WHITE dining room girls wanted
at }Dote! Craig, Fifth and Jefferson.
”go.00 improved farm near Maxon
Mills, 37 acres, easy .terms. Apply1
OI3 Broadway.
KELP WANTED-We can give
employment to twenty or thirty fam-
ilies, especially of girls, in our knit-
ting and spinning mill. Two trolley
car lines, cheap house. rent, healthy
locjtion, good water, abundant
arn ements, no commissary, steady
wrnç, highest scale of piece work
...Apply to the Richmond
Chattanooga, Tenn.
WANTED-By single young lady,
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ONE WILL BE INSTITUTED AT
PRINCETON NEXT
MONTH.
Arrangements . Committee Getting
Everything Prepared for Big
Interslite Gathering.
MT. Ben VV!' tine, one of the Eagle
officials of ht re, Sunday went to
Princeton and met many people there
who want a loge of this secret order
instituted in t:.at neighboring city.
The Paducahan found many desiring
to enter and started off arrangements
looking toward., getting well under
way all prepa-ttions for the new
body The ti: • for instituting the
body will be .:cd on' within the
next week or • . It will be some-
time next month, however.
Odd Fellows Parade.
During the meet • 1g of the Odd
Fellows' committee arranging for the
interstate gathering the 26th, Me.
Charles Smith was named as grand
marshal for the big parade that day,
with assistance of Gus G. Singleton,
Peter Bechenbach, Henry Seamon
and Julian G. Switzer. Those taking
part in the parade will form as fol-
lows:
First department on North Sev-
•:i facing Broadway.
City officials municipal board mem-
1 rs and police force on South' Sev-
enth facing Brodway.
All Daugladers of Rebekahs, on
South Sixth facing Broadway.
Paducah lodges, on N'orth Fifth,
facing Broadway.
All visiting lodges. on South Fifth
facing Broadway.
Line of March.
The para.& will march down
Broadway to Second street, south .on
Second to Kentucky avenue, west to
Third stree', south on Third to Jack-
son street: west on Jackson to Fifth
street; north on Fifth to Madison
street; west on Madison to Ninth;
south on Ninth to Broadway; east
on Broadway to 'Fifth, north on




Dr. Hicks' offici, 609 Broadway.




MB. VAUGPIAN DABNEY HERE
FOR FEW DAYS
VLSIIT
The Railroad Engineers Give Their
Annual Ball Next Monday-
Other Rumbling of Rails.
Mr. Vaughan Dabney arrived here
iast evening from Loxingtun, Ky.,
is here he has been attending the
state college for several years past.
Ile spends several days with his par-
• ents, Dr. ahd Mrs. A. S. Dabney4
and then goes to Springfield, Ill.,
-ye idiice.  Ninth to accept a responsible position int 
i 
i
Telephone Geo. C. the civil engineering department for
•, the Chicago and Alton railroad.
.• The young man has been attaining--s. , easgiueering at the university foe
BOOTLEGGER.
C. H. Hammond to be Tried Befor
Commissioner Gardner Today.
Today' before United States Cons-
miseVo-WAritiour Gardner there
cortaW up the case ,charging C. +1.
HaminonsI„ avith bootlegging. The
accused was arrested several days
ago down ine-Ballard county, 'and the
action set foriodar as witnesses have
to be gotten from 'Carlisle and other
counties.
several years and is a thoroughly
experienced beginner in this respect.
lie is an unusually bright and
energetic young man who outranked
all others in his collegoate studies
and has quite a promising future be-
fore him. The roadnhe goes with is
a large one, and .recognizing his
ability, gives him a place quite im-
portant for one so young. Ile is
Col. Sol Voughan's grandson.
Watch Inspections.
This morning the N., C. •& St. L.
Dr. 1. ' °Well has returned rairoad inaugurates its watch  •
syection system that compels all the
attaches in every department to
have their timepieces examined
regularly every three monihs by
Nagel & Meyers, the local jewelers
who are the official inspectors for
the road. The road men have their
tickers examined weekly.
Apprentice Broke Arm.
--Yesterday morning Clifford Ful-
mer, an apprentkwmachinist at the
I. C. shops, was working around a
crank shaper, when his right arm
was caught and pulled into the
mechanism, breaking the bone. He
is the son of General Foreman R. E.
Fulmer and a seven month ap-
prentice.
_No More Trains Transferred,
The I. C. transfer boat running
between here and : Brookport has
quit transferring trains, on account
if the high water and broken piling
'over at the brookport landing pre-
venting her getting up to the incline
cradle. When a passenger train
 ••••••••4•411.!/•10••••••••••••••••• •••••••••▪ •••••••••••••••••••■••••••••••••11114
reaches Brookport coming this way, e-Osiniriotohioto:e-:otetot-hOot-i-i-O-1-:••;•eo:-
the passengers, mail and expees
are transferred from bank to cars 4. PERSONAL NOTES.
aboard the boat, and brought over
here were the cars are pulled off
the craft and taken to Union depot.
• e.
Engineer's Ball.
Nlext Monday evening the Broth-
erhood of Locomotive Engineers of,
this city gives its annual ball in the




(Continued from Page One.)
protection if they desire it, while the
people out in. the .residence sections
cannot, and then of nighttime they
think the homes should be considere
first, because hundreds of men work
of night and' have to leave their fami-
lies in the outlying districts with no
protection except that given by the
officers.
This order taking them off Broad
way and the union depot, does not
become effective until Chief James
Collins returns the last of this week
from Hot Springs, Ark., where he
now is attending the annual conven-
tion of the National Police Chiefs
Association. When he gets back he
will arrange things in this respect.
Officer Beadles, who was dropped,
was stricken last night with paralysis
and he had to be let go, because the
department under the reduction
ordinance is not allowed to work
any extra men when the regular
ones are sick or disabled, therefore
:t is necessary to retain all able
bodied men, in order to get servic:
from even the eighteen allowed.
Officer Churchhill has been on the
force about one year, while Officer
•Matlock was put on only two
months ago.
It was not necessary for the com-
missioners to make any tbrders drop-
ping the two detectives, because the
reduction ordinance specifically pio-
v:ded that there go these two slueths
whose services were created by
srecial ordinance at the outset of
their employment, therefore only a
revocation ordinance is needed for
their discontinuance. Both will re-
port every day though for duty, and
then sue for their salaries, claiming
they were elected for a year. com-
mencing the first of last January.
The only other business up last
right was that of granting police
powees to people regularly employed
as private watchmen. One was to
Captain Joe Woods, formerly of the
police force, but now night watch-
man for The Palmer. hotel, while
the' 'ót het ' wi s for ladles k. Crrsy, a
former policeman, who is---.enow
special officer. for the N.. 4. a se.
I. railroad yards here.
WAR AGAINST BOOTLEGGING.
- —
Case of Wholesale Poisoning to be
Investigated.
••••••••1=1
Clifton. Tenn., April 7.-:--Circuit
court is in session at Waynesboro
this week and Judge 'Holding is rank-
ing life a misery to the bootleggers.
He has sent two to jail this week and
suspended sentence during good be-
havior on another. His instructions
to the jury on this question are said
to have been the most rigid ever &-
livered to a jury in this county. He
says if his assistance is worth any-
thing he intends to see that the peo-





to come up at this
court, among them being the case of
W$11 Howe, charged with an attempt
at who'esale poisoning. How is a
rim-in-law of J. D. Helton, a pros-
perous farmer, who lives near here,
and had some trouble with his wife,
separating from her. Several mem-
bers of the family were poisoned it;




Col. Victor Van de Male left
yesterday morning for Tennessee on
a drumming trip.
Messrs. Homer and John Hutch-
inson of Mobile, Ala., spent Sunday
with Mrs. S. E. Hutchinson and
daughters of West Broadway.
Mr. Newt Utley of ExIdyville is in
the city on business. lie was form-'
erly state senator from his district
and president of the house.
Col. John H. Hendrick returned
yesterday from spending Stiday
Smithland.
Mt. C. E. Brigham arrived here
yesterday from Mayfield where he
is building the independent tele-
phone company's system. He was
accompanied by his wife and Mrs.
dE* L. Barber, latter wife of Presi-
dent Barber of the Independent
telephone syndicate.
Mr. John Walker left this morn-
ing at 4 o'clock for Tupelo, Miss.,
to wind' up his business before go-
ing to Texas to travel for the Belk-
map hardware people. His wife re-
mains here to visit relatives.
Mks. John R. Scott of Nashville,
Tenn., is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. K. Greer of West
Jefferson.
Mr. Tom Stroud went to Oakland,
Cal., last night to reside.
Mr .R. E. Fulmer has returned
from Louisville.
Mr. Thomas Barkette of Nash-
ville, returned from visiting at
Wingo.
Mr. L. L. Freeman of Calvert
City, has moved here to live.
Mr. Dick yesterday went to Sti
Louis to buy furnishings for OA
Elks home on North Fifth.
Lawyer C. C. Grassham has gone
,to Florence, Ala. on business.
1 Banker George T. IhVg#,Ity
Dyersburg, Tenn., is inr the city.
Mrs. Roy McKinney 3has .turned
from visiting Nfe-s. Ga 'et Winter
of Mayfield.
President George A.' Meyer the
Meyer-Schmid wholesale
has reword home after visiti
branch house here. He liv
Louis.,
Miss Mary Owen Murray is
covering from a two weeks' ill
Colonel Gus G. Singleton leaves
today for Clarksville, Tenn., for •
health which has been a little bad
late.
In the first month of last year the
house of representatives received
  ItLiim.IiLsl
month of the new year-well, a man
doesn't have to he elected to con-
gress to have some things come his
way.-Saturday Evening Post.
BARREL OF OIL
BOARD OF HEALTH ORDERS
THIS SPREAD ON POND
OF WATER.
A barrel of oil will today or to.
roorrow be thrown into the pon
accummulated stagnating water nett:
Third and Harrison streets, accord-
ing to directions given by the board
of health for this city, during their
meeting yesterday afternoon at the
city hall. President C. H. BrothSrs
or the board says this will kill what-
ever unhealthy and disease-breading
rends may arise from the pond.
The big pond is in the hollow in
the center of the block surrounded
by Third, Harrison, Fourth and
Madison streets. There was Once
an outlet pipe that drained the pond
to the Ohio river several blocks
away, but this pipe was covered
over wheirJames Faker filleci in the
low ground on the river ' side of
Third, and this keeps the hollow
water penned in, and it cannot be
gotten rid of. A 'barrel of oil
thrown,Rn top of the water will de-
stroy Unhealthy girms.
The board Yesterday directed
Health Officer William Graves to
put the sanitary inspectors to work
this morning, they ir.ing John Mol-
ler and R. F. Barnett, one of whont,
will take the side of town north
Broadway, while the other takes the
South Side of town. They are to
examine the _premises or everybod
and sec that all filthy and piles of
trash are kept cleaned up. to prevent
disease breeding germs from
arising.
•:* tOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
-Oswell Cheek has accepted posi-
tion with D. L. Van Culin. Wants
his friends to call and see him.
-Jane Turner, aged 22 years, has.
been in such ill health the past few
years, that her reason became un-
dermined, and yesterday in the cir-
cuit court she was ordered taken to
the asylum for confinement at Hop-
kinsville. Mr. English will take her
there.
-The Washington navy depart,
inent has informed Mayor Yeiser
that on • account of the gunboat
Paducah being now in the West
Indies on important business, it is
impossible to tell when she can
come here for the silver service to
be presented.
-Mr. Oswald Cheek has taken a
place as clerk for the Van Culin
book store.
-Advertising car No. x of the
Cole Bros. circus, arrived here Sun-
day to bill this section of the coun-
try for the show which comes here
the last of this month.
-Ed Griffin has bought the Mar-
We saloon from Arils Bohan-
, and takes charge today. It ,s
on Broadway near Second street..
-A large crowd went to Smith-
land Sunday aboard the Digit
Fowler's excursion.
-Mr. and Mrs. Claude Thornhill
of 11th and Trimble, have a new
girl baby.
-Mr. Roy L. Culley has served
his connection with the Wallerstein
ciothing house, and goes East short-
ly to buy his stock of clothing for
the Roy L Culley company he
opens here on Broadway between










to' insville, 11.4 falling.
Mt: talnel, 23-4 falling.
Naslivifk 16.6 falling.
Pittsbttrg. 9.0 falling.
Dam, to t falling
41Of St .2 rising
Mt. e non, 40.8 falling.
Paducah. 40.4 falling.
The Jim Duffey went to the Ten-
nessee riser yesterday for ties.
The towboat Martha Henning and
Lydia have arrived from the Lanes-
see river with tie tows.
The Royal came in from Golconda-
With a good passenger list at noon
yesterday and returned in the eve-
ning- ssniarTS
The City of Saltillo arrived yes-
terday morning from the Tennessee
river with a good freight trip and
a cabin full of people including the
Wisconsin delegation from Shiloh.
The steamer Clyde convex out of
the Tennessee river this morning
and lays here until five o'clock
tomorrow afternoon before skipping
out on her return that way .
There gets out for Cairo' this
morning at eight o'clock, the steam-
Cr Dick Fowler. She comes back
tonight about eleven.
The Bottorff went to Clsrltsville
yesterday, comes back tomorrow
and leaves immediately for Nash-
ville.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday• and comes back to-
morrow.
Today's boat in - the Evansville
trade is the John S. Hopkins, com-
ing in this morning, and getting
away immediately on her return to
that place.
Capt. Tom Murray has taken the
position of superintendent for the
'nnie Dry Docks in Mechanics-
urg. He is -one of the Attest!










In Her Latest Unqualified Success
The Merry Modern Comedy.
Mary, Mary,
Quite Contrary
As Played at The Garrick Theatre
New York With The Origi-
nal Company.
Prices, Entire Orchestra Floor 111.50
Balcony goc, c,and $1.00-Gal-
lery ac and 35C.













Prices matinee; children me, adults
sg. Night Prices; as-as-so-Ts and
Sz.00.
Attorney John G. Miller and wife
returned yesterday fro/1i San An.
tonio, Texas.
Miss Josephine Gardiner of Long
Island. arrived last night to visit
Miss Faith Langstaff
swannammimer 
Secretary of State Harry V. Mc-
Chesney and wife of Frankfort,:
















You will have to buy more COAL this season.  , Why n'ot* buy
TRADEW
So you will know where to petii th





T COAL NEXT for WINTER?
Both Telephones 254.
West Keolocky C al Co.
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